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PREFACE?
8
TO

BE

READ

AFTER

THE

WORK.

‘Now, friendly Reader, before I take leave of
‘You — after — Your deliberate perusal of this
Volume,—if You vote that my labour has been
lost, or has afforded you so littie pleasure, that
You begin to think You would rather have your
Seven Shillings in your pocket again, than this

first part of “the Economy of the Eyes” under
your

Chin,—allow

me to

suggest,

that

You

ought to Lend it to every body You know —to
prevent others being decoyed, as in such case
You will suppose you have been —to buy a
Book which is not worth reading.
:
But if it so happen that fortunately ye the
Writer, You think you have derived Amusement er Instruction from his Work, —if You
are so good as to wish to be grateful for the

Information which it has given you — Lenp 1
NoT—to one of those prudent folks who are in

the habit of borrowing your new Books, and so
contrive

to become

wise

at your

expense, —

but do the Author the favour to recommend all

your Friends to purchase it.
B
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The accomplished Artist,

he acquires his Art,

would

si

almost

be

as soon as

incapable

of

pursuing it, —the seeds of perfection which he
has been industriously

cultivating during the

First period of Life, would very soon after
‘cease to be productive, and, but for the Hye-

invigorating

Art of the Optician, his latter

days would be melancholy and forlorn.
It is hoped that by a little attention to the
following pages, that All who can hear,* may

be enabled to procure precisely such Glasses as
| are most proper for them.

Every body i is in want of such Information,
because Nobody has given it, —therefore, I have

endeavoured to render it as easily attainable,
agit is universally desirable, by communicat-_

ing it in such plain terms that Every body
may understand.
The choice

of

Spectacles

is

one

of those

acts which cannot be properly performed by
| proxy —the
unless

Sight cannot be perfectly suited,

“ Byery Bye negociate for itself.”

of
* It is presumed, that the majority of the purchasers
this Work, cannot See! till they have learned how by*the
') instructions herein given.

6
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This is so absolutely true, that not only One
Person cannot choose for Another —but One
Eye has often very little notion what Glass
will be best even for its own Brother, so extremely does the Left Eye occasionally differ
from the Right.
No faculty of man varies more in its nature,

or is susceptible of so high a degree of Improvement and Refinement by Art, as the
Sense of Sight. The highest degrees of its:
discriminating power are acquired slowly and
imperceptibly.

From

organic imperfection and neglect of

cultivation,* many People pass through Life
who (it may be said, comparatively,) never
See — 7. e. whose Eyes never have the faculty

of accurately

appreciating either

— or
Form

Colour:—to very few indeed is it given to
;—
perfectly perceive and portray both.
There cannot be a more evident proof of the
* “ Every person acquainted with Optics and the nature of vision, knows that what is generally comprehended
under the term Seeing, is a complex operation; an art
acquired by degrees, in which judgment and imagination
are Concerned, together with simple perception.”
— CrisP
on Vision, 8vo. 1796, p. 106.

2
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general

defect in people’s Sight —than

general

acceptance

of capricious

and

the

unrea-

sonable Fashions, which appear to be prevalent,

in proportion

that

they

are

in direct

opposition to all the principles of good taste,
and which to a fine Eye, are frequently frightful, and absolutely painful to behold.
. From the different modes of colouring of
different Artists, I suppose that the Eyes of
no

two

Painters

feel

exactly the

same

im-

pression of colours,—and objects, appear of
different Colours accordingly as they are illuminated with different Lights.
“ The Mole’s dim curtain, and the Lynx’s beam,”
Pore.

do not differ more

extremely

than

Sight of different persons —and

does

the,

of the same °

persons at different Ages.

The
differs

peculiar
quite

conformation

as much

of the Eyes,

in different

persons,

as

the construction of their Noses ; —it is just as
impossible to guess exactly what Spectacles

will best suit the Sight of another Person, as
it is to tell what Tunes are most delightful to
his Ear, —

or what Tastes

to his Tongue.

are most

delicious
$

6
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Nothing can be more erroneous than the
common notion, that there is an invariable
Rule, that a certain form of Glass is calculated
No Rule has more excepfor a certain Age.

this Vulgar Error has been pro—
tions: but
and irremediable Injury to the
great
ductive of
Eyes of Thousands !
Hence, the grand desideratum, is to instruct

people how to choose wisely for Themselves —
which, I hope, even those who are totally un-

acquainted with the subject may do with the
most perfect ease and accuracy, by the help of
this Treatise, which is not published for the
purpose

of

recommending

some

particular

stof persuading the reader that the
Oculi
— or
simplest of all Optical instruments, spherical
Spectacle Glasses, can only be purchased of
One Optician:
— is not a collection of crude
conceits, — but is a plain impartial statement:

of all the Facts I have accumulated

during

my consideration of the subject’ for 30 years
past —in which I have
“ Nought extenuated, nor set down aught in malice.”

My

Motto, friendly Reader, is
©“ TRUTH, TEMPERED By Goop Humour.”

a
INTRODUCTION.
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** Men must be taught as if yo taught them not,
And things unknown propos’d as things forgot,
Without Good-Breeding, Truth is disapprov’d ?;
That only, makes superior sense belov’d.”
» Essay on Criticism.

I do not think it is my business—I am sure
it is not, my Pleasure, to register the various
pretended

improvements

in Spectacles which

have from time to time been proposed to the
Public, —such

which “as the

as the Sympathetic

Pebbles—

Sight alters, they will alter

also to the Sight, by which one pair will last

the wearer

for Life,” &c. &c. &c.!!!

This

would be irksome to the Writer, and useless
to the Reader.—I shall only mention the most
remarkable.
poeta

In 1785, Mr. B. Martin published a pamphlet recommending what he called
“VISUAL

GLASSES,”

the use of which, he assures us, would be
‘ productive of peculiar advantages,’—they
might

be—but,

by Mr.

Adam’s

account, not

to the gentlefolk who bought them.
“The desire men have to increase

their

8
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Business, and extend their Fame, has, inmany
instances,

been

the

origin

inventions, — injurious
mental to the Public.
«To this

we

of alterations

may, with

propriety,

the invention of Viswal Spectacles.
-good sense of the world,

and

to Science -and detriimpute

But the

which always,

in the

long run, justly appreciates the value of every
invention, now leaves Visual Spectacles to
the neglect they merit.” —G. Apam’s Essay
-on Vision, 8vo. 1792, p. 113.

I beg to be excused saying more, than that
I do not think that any of the Spectacle Glasses
‘which haye come before my Eye, have any
superiority over the Common Spherical Lenses
nov in general use.

{n instituting Experiments for ascertaining
the distinctness
‘Glasses—be

and brightness

extremely careful,

of Spectacle
that the Glass

is not only of exactly the same quality, but
also of exactly the same Focal length
— or any
attempt at comparison will be useless.
If one of the Glasses be only of a very little
shorter focus than the other — objects will

always make a very different, and sometimes a
much stronger impression onthe Eye.
be

9
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To measure

the

9

Focal Length

Glasses, see Chapter xv.
To give my Readers

of Spectacle

;
all the satisfaction

inmy power,—I have added an APPENDIX —

which contains sufficient corroboration of what
I have asserted on certain important points,—

because
— by the time Persons want Spectacles, they have generally become wise ‘ in
their own conceit,” —and have picked up a
parcel of silly prejudices concerning them,
which unless completely counteracted, and
rectified by the invariable standard of irresistible Truth,—will

prevent

their deriving

that

benefit from this publication, which the Author

heartily wishes that they should receive to
the utmost extent.
I have given Rules

for

the

choice

்
of

Glasses as relates to their degrees of Magnifying,— and haye also pointed out those crite-

rions by which All may judge if the Glasses
are good—and of the right focus
— and
readily discover those imperfections in them
which

are

so

common,

and

so

injurious

to

_ the Eyes.*
* See Chapter xvii. “ Of the Quality of Spectacle
Glasses,” and the Note at the foot of page 40.
ள்

ர்
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To effectually eradicate erroneous opinions,
and to establish the Truth beyond all doubt, I
know is no easy task
— therefore, ‘IT have
given an Appendix of Quotations from the best

Authors on the subject —the correctness of
whose Judgment has been established by Ex-

periment, and has been pronounced indubitable, by universal
Writings of Dr.
Porterfield;—Dr.
Herschell; —Mr.
the

late

Mr.

acceptance —2. e. from the
Smith
;— Dr. Jurin; — Dr.
Blagden ;—Dr. Wells ;—Dr.
G. Adams, the Optician;—

Ware,

the

Oculist;—-and

Mr.

Stevenson, the Oculist;— and for many valuable facts, Iam indebted to that experienced
Optician,

Mr.

upwards of
‘Ramsden.

Samurt

Thirty

Years

Pierce,

with

who

Mr.

was

Jesse

“ Palmam qui meruit, ferat.”

There could not be a more useful Charity—

than that of providing proper
SPECTACLES

FOR

THE

POOR.

The Best Glasses, set in Single-Jointed Steel
Frames, may be purchased wholesale at the
rate of 18s. per dozen Pairs;—if a Single-

jointed frame is fastened round the head with

9
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a Riband, it may be kept on, almost as steadily
and comfortably as a Double-Joiated Frame.
For the small sum of 18 Pence the Benevolent may

enjoy the gratifying reflection of

giving an industrious Workman the power of
long continuing his labour with undiminished
Ability, and of earning a subsistence till extreme Old Age.
Inno way—can so much Good be done with so
little Money!
₹4 Qui Visum, Vitam dat.”

“The greatest part

of the Disorders

of the”

Eyes of Poor People who are upwards of |
45 years of Age, are occasioned by their
straining their Sight for want of Spectacles,—

or by looking through Bad Glasses, — or those
of a Focus not suitable to their Eyes: —I
hope when this is considered by THE OvERsEERS oF THE Poor, —Tue Disrricr So-

CIETIES

FOR

BETYERING

THE CONDITION

or THE Poor, and the Patrons of Tue Eye
In¢rrmanizs, that they will make the distri-

bution of Spectacles a part of their Bounty.

12
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CHAPTER

I.

ON READING GLASSES,
For Persons whose Eyes are impaired by Age—
and Single Bye-Glasses for the Short-Sighted.
Wuewn would-be-thought-young Persons, first
feel the necessity of giving their Eyes Optical
assistance,

they

are,

nevertheless,

shy

of

mounting Spectacles, which they seem to consider an inconvenient

their Age

upon

manner

of advertising

their Nose—not

reflecting

that they are worn by many persons who have

not seen half their years, but who being Short
Sighted, are obliged to walk about in Spec‘acles, or foreso the sight of “the Human
Face Divine.”
However, they suppose that Spectacles are
such unequivocal evidence of Age and Infir-

mity— that they desire to dispense with exhibiting them as long as possible—therefore, they

purchase “a Reapine Grass,” and habitually
put itup to One and the same Eye, leaving the
other inyoluntarily.to wander ;—after a few
years, the sight of the Idle Eye becomes of a

—

9
ON

READING

GLASSES.

te

different focus to that which hag been employed
with the Glass — and is often irreparably impaired.
“ These puerile propensities, give rise to a
variety of artifices, by which each individyal
endeavours to hide from himself and others,
what no artifice can conceal, and which every
one can discover, in all but himself ;— these endeavours often contribute to hasten the Evils
Opticians have
they are meant to conceal.

daily experience of the truth of this Observation, and in no instance more so than in the

‘preference given by many to Reading-Glasses,
(under whatever

pretext it may

be covered)

merely because they think that the decay of
their Sight, and their advances in age, are less

conspicuous by using « Reading-Glass, than’
Spectacles: but the Eyes in endeavouring to
See ,with a Reading-Glass are considerably

strained, and in a short time much fatigued:
and there is another objection to the use of
Reading-Glasses, which arises from the மாட்
steadiness of the hand, and the motion

head, which

occasion

of the

a perpetual motion

of

the Glasses, for the Eye endeavours to conform
itself to each change, and this tender ofgan is

ம்
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thereby kept inecontinual agitation: to these
evils we may add the dazzling glare and irregular reflexion from the surface of ‘the Glass,
which so weakens the Eyes, that those who
accustom themselves to a Reading-Glass, are

in a short time obliged to take to Spectacles,
and to use them much older than they otherwise would have done.”— Mr. GEorcE ADAMS
on Vision, 8vo. 1789, p. 115.

When

persons who

have

long patronized

One Hye, and slighted the Other, take to Spectacles, they will (generally) require Glasses of
a different focus for each Eye.
When You go to an Optician’s to choose
Spectacles, the first thing to attend to, is to
1001

and
well,

at a Book

with each

eye alternately, —

carefully ascertain, if You
with both

see equally

Eyes, with the same

Glass, at

exactly the same distance.
en
Inequality of the focus of the Eyes, is much

more common than is generally supposed, as
Watchmakers, Engravers, and most Artists
who work with a Magnifier, will tell you; they

generally work with One and the same Eye—
with which, they can see much better than
with the other,

|

se
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After a certain Age, the relative sharpness
of the sight of the Eyes, varies as much as
does the quickness of the Ears — the Senses of
Hearing, —and of Seeing, begin to fail about
the same time;—there are few people past
40 who cannot hear better with One Ear, than

they can with the Other.
The

Eye

least

used,

soon

becomes

weak,

and in the course of a_little time almost useless.
— This

fact,

is so little

known,

that

I

have frequently heard persons who up to the
age of 40 have worked their Right Eye
— and
finding it begin to fail, say, they must begin
to teach

their Left Eye to See
— however,

I told them,

they found on

as

trial, that the Eye

which had been Idle, was much more impaired
than that which had been active.

;

‘« By ceaseless action all that is, subsists.”
ல்
மோ.

Sprcrac.es are always preferable, because

both Eyes* by being kept in action, are kept
in Health—Vision is brighter and easier,
and the labour
lessened.

of each Hye is considerably

* To ascertain whether an Object seen with Both Eyes,
| *ppears brighter or larger, than when seen with One Hye

,
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Persons

who

#

have

either

a very Long or a very Short sight, are useless
without Optical assistance—they should have
Dounte Forpine Sprcracues slung round
their neck; (See Chapter IV. and Figure IV.
in the Plate fronting the Title); or, if they

will have a Single Hye-Glass—let them take
care to use it without partiality —and put it
to Each Hye alternately.
A

Single

Glass,

set

in

a smart

Ring,

often used by Trinket-fanciers merely
Fashion’s sake, by folks who have not

is

for
the

least defect in their Sight, — and are not aware
of the mischievous consequences of such arrita« only; Dr, Jurin made several experiments, which are too ~
«. long to insert more than the results of them.
“This differeuce was most conspicous, when in making
the experiment by candle-light, the book was at such a
distance from the candles as that there was scarce light
enough to read with both eyes; when the column which
was seen by One Eye only, was not at all legible; but I
could read with both; though with some difficulty.
— See
Dr. Suitn’s Optics, 4to, vol. ii. p. 107 of Remarks.
“Though the Letters of a printed book appeared brighter ~
and stronger— yet they do not seem at all larger wher
viewed with Both Eyes than when seen with One Only.”—
See Dr. Prresteey on Vision, 4to. 1772, p. 669.
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tion; — this pernicious plaything will most
assuredly, in a very few Yedrs, bring on an
imperfect vision in One or Both Eyes.

Notwithstanding all the experience collected
during the preceding 42 Years — the Third
act of Life, i.e. from 42 to 63 —is as seldom
performed

properly,

as

either

of

the

former,

“The Art of Growing Old with a Good Grace,”*
I believe, is one of those, which the Ancients
termed* Occult Arts’ —and it appears to be
almost as little understood, as that of com-

municating to our speedily perishing Body,

the unchangeable nature of the incombustible
Asbestos.
Which appears most ridiculous7
Query.

A Young Man pretending to the Sagacity and
Experience

affecting,

of Age — or an Old Man

the Strength,

and Apeing

the Alertness of

Youth?

Thé only way that Persons can indulge their
humour of appearing Purblind with impunity,
is to use —
00/52
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sPECTACLES

WITH

PLAYN

* CHAPTER

GLASSES.

II.

SPECTACLES WITH PLAIN GLASSES.
Turse should be kept by all Opticians,— who
are not seldom puzzled

and plagued by more

nice than wise folks, who without any need of
Spectacles, yet hearing their acquaintance talk
of how

charmingly

they long, like “the

they can

see in Glasses,

Italian Count,*

to be

better than well” — and will not believe, that

although they have not the least occasion for
Optical assistance, yet, without trying all sorts
of Glasses, cannot be

convinced, that however

this branch of Optics may alleviate the imfirmity of the Eyes, as a Hearing Trumpet does
that of the Ear, yet that when the Eyes are in
a healthful state, they can receive no more assistance from Glasses, for the ordinary pur-

poses of the Sight — than a person who is not
Deaf

can

although

from

a Hearing

Trumpet
— which,

so serviceable to a person who

is

deaf, is not of the least use to one who is not

deaf.
* Whose Epitaph is—‘“T was well—— wished
better—— Took Physic—and Died.”

to be
2

SPECTACLYS

WITH

PLAIN

GLASSES.
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“ Why has not man a Microscopig Eye?
For this plainreason, Man is nbt a Fly. Say what the use, were finer Optics given

T’ inspect a Mite, not comprehend the Heaven !
Gop, in the nature of each being, founds
Its proper bliss, and sets its proper bounds.
Pore.

That ingenious Optician, the late Mr. Juss
RAMSDEN, informed me, that he had ofttimes
_ more trouble to make obstinate and igno-

rant
Optics

persons
could

understand
not

be

that the

of any service

Art
to

of

them,

than he had to find Glasses for correcting the

most eccentric aberrations from good Vision —
and that he found the only plan of completely
convincing

such

troublesome Customers was,

after he thought that they had sufficiently,
amused themselves with trying a variet) of?
Glasses, — and had tired him,— to give them

a pair of Spectacles glassed with plain Glass —
when they would cry out with rapture— “Aye,
these will do, I can see charmingly in these—

why—why
first?! 1!”

didn’t

You

give

me

these

at

Nothing, short of such ocular demonstration, could satisfy them.
°

20

CASE OF A PERSON, &¢. ©

‘CHAPTER

Ill.

CASE OF A PERSON WHO COULD
SPECTACLES.

NOT READ

IN

Mr. R. told me that he was once strangely
puzzled, by a clever Old Gentlewoman of
79 years of age, for whom he was requested
to

make

a

pair

of

Spectacles.
— She

had

applied in vain, to several eminent Opticians,
and no Glass could be found that improved
her Sight.
With all that Ambition to overcome difficulties, which was the ruling passion of JEssE
RamspeEn,

he

waited

upon

the

Lady,

with

several pairs of Convex, and of Concave
“Spectacles, making quite sure, that however
others

had

failed,

he

should

succeed,

and

enjoy one of those triumphs, which constituted
the Zest of his Existence, — but after patiently
trying’ every

one

of them,

She

said

with

a

Sigh ! — ‘No, — not one of these will do—I
can see better with my Naked Eye. Well! what
an unfortunate Creature I am, at my Age, not
to be able to see to read in Spectacles! !”

JesszE consoled the Good Lady as well as he

6.

HAND

SPECTACLES.
°.

2
=

could, by observing, that many at her advanced
age could hardly see at all; and that although

she could not see to read

Here she inter-

rupted him with sufficient vehemence, and, to
his extreme astonishment, exclaimed, — “ Sir,

You are strangely mistaken, Sir!—I did not tell
you that I could not see to Read, Sir!—I can see

to Read, Sir, as well as ever I could, —I only
complained that I could not see to read in

Spectacles!!
out!!! but my
ingly they can
it is very hard
Advantage.”

I can see to read very well withAcquaintance say how charmsee with Glasses, and surely,
that I cannot enjoy the same

CHAPTER
HAND

IV.

SPECTACLES

Ane infinitely better than any Reading Glass,*
however large it may be, — but are still, not so
comfortable to the Sight as Spectacles on
considerable cate is constantly
e
— unless
Nos
* “© The Single Convex Glasses with which some Persons
read, must be very injurious, if they be sufficiently large to

&
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taken to- always
with,

SPECTACLES.

hold

them exactly parallel

and at exactly the same

distance from

the Eyes.
Double Folding Hand Spectacles (see Figure
IV. in Plate facing the Title) are preferable to a
‘Single Eye-Glass, for Short-sighted persons to
view pictures, &c. &c.

Moreover, the use of

them is not so likely to be set down to Impertinence and Affectation — a censure which all
persons expose themselves to, as often as they

stare about them with “a Quizzing Glass,”
The ingenuity of the Optician is often displayed in the formation of Hand Spectacles,
and a variety of highly-finished Gold and
Silver mountings have been contrived
— but
unless the Glasses are defended

by a case, as

in the frame portrayed in Figure No. IV. in
the

Print

facing

the

Title,

they

will

soon

admit the same object to be seen with both Eyes. For as
both axes will then pass through them, one on each side of
the centre, the interval of the pupils will be widened,

and

the refracting power of the Eyes be diminished; so that
here a disadvantage is to be added to the prejudice of the
convexity of the Glass,—not a benefit to be placed against it,
as in the case of Common Spectacles for the Long-Sighted.”
— Dr. W. C, Wexts on Vision, 8vo. 1792. p. 190.

9
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become
frame

scratched

and spoiléd.
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The Pearl

is the most elegant.

CHAPTER

V.

SYMPTOMS OF THE EYES REQUIRING SPECTACLES
TO READ WITH.

Tue natural decay of the Sight commences, in
Common

Eyes, very soon after “ the Meridian

of Life,” which, according to those who train
men for Athletic Exercises, and according to
Dr. JAmEson,*

is about our 28th,— accord-

ing to others,+ about our 35th Year.

« The

Crystalline

Humour

is

clear

and,

transparent like water— till about the 25th or
30th year of our age, when it begins to become
alittle Yellow towards the centre, which Yel-

lowness grows
and

extends

gradually deeper and deeper,
more

and

more

towards

the

* See Dr. J. on the Changes of the Human Body, 8vo.

1811, p. 89.

+ See 4th Edition of “ The Art of invigorating and
Prolonging Life,” by the Author of this Work,»12mo.

1822, p. 46.

24

syMPTOMS

OF

surface, in so fnuch

THE

EYES

REQUIRING

that Dr.

Petrr

found

that the Crystalline of a man 81 years old, resembled two pieces of beautiful Yellow Amber.”
— Dr. Porrerrietp on the Eye, 1759,
8vo. vol. i. p. 229.

The commencement and progress of the deterioration of the Sight, depends upon the health of

the individual —upon the original formation
of the Eye, — and upon how it has been used.
Some Eyes, at 30 years of Age, require
the aid of art as much as others do at 50, —
while the Sight of some persons continues
almost as perfect at 50 as it was at 30.
The average period of the Eyes requiring Spectacles to read with, is about the 45th year.
Nature

has

decreed,

that

soon

after

our

40th year, the most perfect Eyes shall no
longer retain the privilege she gives to Youth,
of the power

of adjusting

them

to See dis-

tinctly at different distances:
— this range of
accommodation diminishes gradually, till it fails
almost entirely— those to whom it is given to
continue to discern distant things distinctly, —
no longer see those which are near distinctly.
Very few persons: past the age of 40 can see
quite so well by Candle-light, as they could

8
SPECTACLES

TO READ

WITH.
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before that Age —those who ean,— will generally, find that there is a small degree of
Shortness in their sight, which is the cause of
their possessing that advantage longer than
persons in general do —if they will try that very
shallow Concave which is called, by Opticians,
“ No. O. Concave,” or “ Half a Number”— they
will find it give a decided outline to distant
objects, which they never saw defined sharply
before.
However, people who do not use their Eyes
for minutely examining Near, —or for accu-

rately delineating Distant objects, — are quite
unconscious of the finer perceptions of a fine
and cultivated Eye — and are equally insensible
to the smaller gradations of the deterioration ]

of their Sight, and happily suppose that “ they |

have a Good

Eye,”

while, as Beatrice

says,

* “They can see aChurch by Day-light.”

There are several symptoms, too evident,
even for the Self-love of the vainest and the
weakest to mistake, by which All persons will
easily perceive when they really require the
assistance of Spectacles.
The first Indication of the Eye beginning fo be
impaired by Age, is that when You wish to read

8
SPECTACLES

TO READ

WITH.
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If You obstinately strive against Nature, and
barbarously refuse your Eyes that assistance
from Art—which will enable You to see with
great ease, but without which, you cannot see
without great difficulty — You will act as absurdly, as if You refused to eat when hungry,
or to sit down when You are tired —and will
soon strain and weaken your Sight, which will

receive more injury in a few Months by such
forced exertion, than it would in Years, if as-

sisted by proper Glasses which render Vision
easy.
However, some people seem to be about as

unwilling to acknowledge this Truth —as they
are to confess that they do not feel quite so

frisky at 45 —as they did at 25.
|
The common objection which people make
to put on Spectacles, is, that “if They once
begin to wear them, They are afraid they can

never leave them off again:” this is true
enough;— but why should they? if by such
aid, their Sight is relieved and preserved, and
They are enabled to see easily and distinctly,

and when they attempt to read without, their
Eyes ache, — their Head aches,— and every
bit of em aches.

(
28
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A man afficted with incurable Lamenegs,
who cannot moye without Crutches, would act
just as wisely, in refusing to avail himself of
them,
— because he can never hope to walk
again without.
ப

“Timely assistance from Glasses will ease
the Eyes, and in some degree check their tendency to grow flatter— whereas, if they be not
assisted in time, the

flatness will be consider-

ably increased, and the Eyes be weakened by
the efforts they are compelled to exert; all
delay is dangerous, and the longer those who
feel the want of assistance, defer the use of
Spectacles, the more they will increase the
failure of the Eye.” —Apams

on Vision, 1792,

8vo. p. 109.
“The

change

Eyes, which

in the

conformation

renders Spectacles

of the

useful, seems

to be one of those which Nature has destiried

to take place at a particular period of Life,
and to which there is no gradual approach
through the preceding course of Life. A person for instance at 40, sees an object distinctly,

and at the same distance that he did at 20.
When he draws near to 50, the change I have
spoken

of, commonly

comes

on,

and

obliges

ப்
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him in a short time to wear Spectacles.
As it
proceeds he is under the necessity of using

‘others of a higher power.
But, instead of
supposing that his Sight is gradually becoming
worse, from
the

increase

a natural
of the

process, he

defect

in it,

attributes
to

his

too

early and frequent use of Glasses.
Upon
the whole, I should draw this inference from
what has been said, that —no person whose
Sight begins to grow

Long,

ought to be in the

least prevented from enjoying the immediate advantage which Spectacles will afford him, by the
fear that they will ultimately injure his Eyes.” —
| Dr. We Ls

on Vision.

CHAPTER VI.
OF

PRESERVERS.

By the help of Conver Glasses* of 36 or 30
Inches focus, if your Eyes are in the state
above mentioned, You will be enabled to read
with the same ease, and at the same distance,
* Of Converes, —i. e. Glasses for assisting those Eyes
which are too Long Sighted — or what is commonly called

30
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that you did before your Sight was altered by
the inevitable decrees of Old Time
— such
Glasses, will make things appear clear, and
distinct as they did before your Eyes were

impaired; and if judiciously chosen, lessen
the labour of the Eyes —and enable them to
do their work with more ease, and therefore, I

suppose, do, in a certain degree, preserve the
Sight.
This Title of PresERvERs, which some sa-

gacious name-giver gave to Spectacles of 36
Inches

focus

or

the

First

Sight,

is an

ad-

mirable appellation to attract the attention of
people— but is equally applicable to all the
following gradations of Glasses ;— for the
term

is

generally

misunderstood,

—

people

seem to suppose, that Spectacles of 36 Inches
focus, have the magic power of arresting the
progress of that failing of the faculty of Sight,
an Old Sight, are named from their focal length ; the highest

number, No. $6, magnifies least, and is called the 1st Sight:
See Figure 5 in the Plate facing the Title.
OF Concaves, i. e. Glasses for a Short Sight, — that
which is the least concave, and gives the least assistance

to the Eye, is called No.1.
fronting the Title.

See Figure 7 in the Plate
|

|
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which is one of the natural and unavoidable
consequences of Age.
5
‘When once the Sight begins to fail, it con' tinues to decay, till in extreme

Age, our Eyes,

like our other Senses,
— become

of almost as

little use to us, as they were in our Infancy.

It is very common

for Persons

after they

have worn Spectacles of 36 Inches focus fora
Year or two, to complain that they think that
“their Glasses cannot be of the right focus for

their Eyes, for when they do not wear them, they
certainly cannot see so well without them as
they did

before they used

them,

therefore, —

they certainly cannot be Preservers.”
After the process of deterioration has been
proceeding for 12 months
—it would be won-

derful if it had not made

some perceptible

progress! —It is as ridiculous, to expect that
it is in the power of an Optical Instrument to
entirely, prevent the Eye undergoing that inva-

| riably certain, although almost imperceptible
change which accompanies the advance of Age,

as it would be to suppose that Art can prevent
the failing of any of our other faculties.
I make these remarks, because, I know that

the prepossessing term has induced some ex-

(
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ence :—and & believe it is as good a General
Rule

as can

be written;

but, as I have ob-

‘to enable those who have undergone the operation of
Couching, to see objects at different distances — who generally require one pair of Spectacles for near, and another
for distant, objects. The foci which are used lie between
6 and 1} inches.”—G. Apams on Vision, 8vo. 1792, p. 126. :
_ Ifyou are a Laughing Philosopher, gentle Reader, You
will not be very angry with the Author for ‘inserting the
following Anecdote: — _
“Tn the city of Leyden, in Holland, a young woman
lost her sight from a cataract; the operation of couching
was successfully performed upon her Eyes, and she recoyered the use of them; but it appeared that the Visual
‘Organ (as is usual in such cases) was not completely re-

stored to its primitive condition.

Some very singular and

unaccountable anomalies in her Vision presented ‘themj selyes, which not alittle puzzled the curious in Physiology
and Optics.
j
“Tt was ascertained that her Eye was able to define a
certain class of very minute objects with abundant accuracy, such as the Eye of a needle, for example, which she
could thread as well as ever; but on presenting her with a
Book, it was evident that she could not distinguish a single
letter, but complained that she could see nothing but a
heap of odd marks.

:

“These facts, no less strange than true, naturally excited
an intense interest among the Medical Professors and
Studéats; every one was anxious to distinguish himself by

%
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té "this work —

No General Rule has more Exceptions.
“ No regular estimate can ever be established as an absolute criterion, either of the

want

of, or

for

the

change

of Spectacle

Glasses; because, the failure or the strength
affording a satisfactory elucidation of these inexplicable
phenomena. °
“ A hundred theories were framed
— every one more
ingenious than the other. The Professors Von KracBRraneR,
and Puzzievorr, favoured their pupils with most excellent
lectures on the subject, with which they were greatly edified. “However, none of the disputants succeeded in establisking a Theory which ‘met with universal approbation.
Many of the vulgar still chose to think that all the said
Theories might be liable to the old objection (however
satisfactory and plausible they might appear), viz. —‘ That
they were not True.’
Matters were in this state, when a mischievous rogue
of an’ Trish student, who took a singular delight in ridiculing every thing learned and philosophical, contrived to
insinuate himselfinto the confidence of a younger brother
of the Patient’s by a present of an extra portion of Doublegilt Gingerbread, which so entirely won the Youngster’s
heart, that he confessed (though with some difficulty) that —
to the best of his belief, his Sister “ Sarah had never learned

to Read,” but unwilling to acknowledge her ignorance,
had made him and all the Family — promise not to tell.”

|
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of the Sight, varies so considerably with different people :— several youths under

20 years

of Age, have applied to me, who could not see
either to read or write, without

very strong

Magnifiers of 6 or 8 inches focus— whileI
have met with other persons who have arrived

at 80, able to read

a small

print without

any.”
« That celebrated

Romaine,
who
the

died
age

a pocket

Preacher,

the Rev.

Rector of St. Ann’s
in the

of 81,
Bible,

Year
could

1795,
read

unassisted

Mr.

Blackfriars,

having

attained

small

print in

the
by

Glasses*,

even

to the last. He never wore Spectacles, nor
wanted any.”
* | knew a Gentleman who took the assistance of Glasses at about 40 years of Age;
these after some time he exchanged for older
ones; and although he lived ‘to be 84, they
were never afterwards altered, and his sight

continued sound and healthy.

Knowing this

circumstance, I had the curiosity to measure
the focus of the Glasses, and found it was 14

inches, which he had been using quite satisfactorily for upwards of 40 years.”
“Another

Gentleman,

now

living, + with

a

CONVEX
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whom'l am well acquainted, did not take to the

use of Spectacles until he was 55 years of Age:
since that period, his Glasses have been twice
or three times changed; and although he is
now but little short of 87, yet the Glasses
which he generally uses, and which he can see
the best with, are 16 inches focus.”
For these last Remarks I am indebted to
Mr. Samvuet Pierce.

The time that the First Glasses of 36 inches

focus will sufficiently assist the Sight — depends
on the peculiar nature of the Eyes—on the
wear they have previously had—on
their
subsequent exertions—and on the Con8titu®

tion and general Health of the Individual.
Persons of a strong Constitution, who make
more use of their Legs and Arms, than they do
of their Eyes, seldom want Spectacles so
soon,
— or want to change them so soon, as
the Studious and those Artists who are much
employed in fine works, which require not
only the most earnest exertions of the Eyes,
9.

-
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FIRST SPECTACLES,

but also the ‘application of a powerfulr Magnifier.

்

_ Asa general Rule, the first Spectacles will
last You for reading by Daylight, during your
first apprenticeship to Old Age—zi.e. about
7 Years.

CHAPTER VII.
WHEN

TO

CHANGE

THE

STRONGER

FIRST -SPECTACLES,

TOR

MAGNIFIERS.

WueEn You find a recurrence of the Symptoms
which first prevailed upon You to wear Spec-

tacles —and

begin

to see but little or no

better with the first Glasses, than you then did
with your naked Eye — your Eyes require
The Second Sight of 30 inches focus.
— But, I
most earnestly entreat my friend the Reader, —
to be content with as little assistance as will
enable him to read a Newspaper comfortably
by Candle-light,* at about the same distance
he did before his Sight was impaired— from 8
ன் See Reading Candlestick or Lamp, in the Table of
Contents.

re
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to 10 imches, is the mean distahce at which
common Eyes, in their mean state, see most
distinctly.
.

When you find that the First Sight of 36
Inches focus, is hardly sufficient help to read

by Candle-light — to examine any very minute
object —7.
get

the

e. to make

Second

Sight,

Pens,
of 30

&c., You
Inches

may

focus.—

But pray —only use them, for purposes for
which you find the First Sight is quite insufficient.
P
The following Advice of Mr. GrorcE
Apams, the Optician, is excellent : —

“ Those who are careful in following a regular gradation in the

change

of their Glasses,

may preserve their Eyes to the latest period of,
Old Age, and even then be able to enjoy-thes
comforts and pleasures which arise from
distinct vision. Do not therefore precipitate
these changes, lest you should absorb too soon

' the resources of Art, and not be able to find
Spectacles of sufficient power.”
G. A. on Vision, 8vo. 1789, p. 108.

Many persons have irreparably injured their
Eyes, and

indeed have worn

out their Sight

prematurely — by beginning with Spectaoles of

{
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SPECTACLES.

too Short fociis,, 2. e. which magnify too much,

or as the common expression is, are too Old.
Nature soon bends to Custom.

Eyes which

| have been excessively stimulated by too deep’
Magnifiers, seldom or never recover shee elasticity.
.

CHAPTER
MY GRANDMOTHER'S

IX.
SPECTACLES,

How often a story like the following, is told to
Opticians* by persons. coming to change, what
They call their First Spectacles.
‘When their Optical friend expresses his sut-

‘prise to find them choose very old Glasses
* of 12 or 10 inches focus, instead of the Second
_ Sight of 30 inches focus,
* There are very few Opticians but what must have
seen instances of Persons who by habituating their Eyes to
Glasses of too short a focus, i.e. of too great a magnifying
power, have so injured those tender organs as to deprive
them of future assistance from Glasses.
This not unfrequently happens to BARGATN-HUNTERS—
who buy their Spectacles of— Hawkers and
ல=
Toy-sksps, Dealers in Marine Stores, &cs

ந
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They say, “ Why, when I thought that I

began to want Glasses,
—I recollec—ted
that

there was a pair of nice New Spectacles in my
Grandmother’s old Bureau, — and I had often
heard the old Gentlewoman say, when she was

past her 70th Year—that she could still see to
read Charmingly with her New Spectacles !—and
so I thought, that I could not do better than

use those Glasses whose sight-restoring power
I had been Hye-witness of.—I naturally
thought, that they must surely be capital Spectacles which enabled so Old a Person to see
so well: and when I put them on, I was not

disappointed — for they made every thing —
appear very big indeed, and I could read the
smallest print very nicely indeed— better than,
I had been able to do with
for a long time past.”

my

naked ‘Byes

I must now give you a hint, gentle Reader,—
however improper such mighty Magnifiers may
be for your Visual Organ
— preserve
them
s
with all care
— the occasional use of them will
greatly contribute to preserve that Grand
Organ

your

mand” who

Stomach.

No

“

Grand

Gour-

has any pretensions to prudence,
12)
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should venture to attend a TURTLE-FEAST*
without such Sentinels on his Nose— they are
absolutely as indispensable a part of the paraphernalia of the Banquet —as a Plate ora
Spoon!

’

The Eye is a mighty and meneltesa enemy
to the Stomach—alas! as the Proverb says,
“it is

bigger

than the Belly.”

Now

even

supposing your Hye to be as big again, — with
these powerful Spectacles, your Eyes may be
filled

with:

delight,

for the former,

and

your

Stomach

also:

will imagine that while

you

* ““ Nothing is more difficult of digestion, or oftener requires the aid of Peristaltic Persuaders, than the glutinous
Calipash, which is considered the “ Bonne Bouche” of
this surfeiting Farrago.”
The usual allowance at a Turtre-FEasr is 6 Pounds
live weight per head :—
“ At the Spanish Dinner, at the City of
ன Tavern,
in August 1808, — 400 Guests attended, and 2500 pounds *
of Turtle were consumed.”—See Bexu’s Weekly Messenger
for August 7, 1808.
Epicure Qurn used to say that it was “ not safe to sit
down to a Turtle Feast at one of the City Halls, without

A Basket-hilted Knife and Fork.” —From -page 251 of
the 5th Edition of Tar Coox’s Oracue, 12mo, 1823.
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have been leisurely sipping » Small Soupplateful, you have been swallowing an immense
Tureenful:—What a beautiful delusion! at
once,

equally

delightful

to

your

Stomach,

your Eye, and your Tongue — equally magnifying the pleasure of those two most trouble-

some of the Senses — the Sight and the
Taste
— which are ever the most irrationally
importunate in their demands, and the most
difficult to be satisfied !
’ Whenever your Tongue cries out for more
dainties,

than

your

Stomach

has

previously

plainly told you is agreeable to it— to settle

all the difference of their demands to their
mutual satisfaction, you have nothing to do,
but to — put on your Spectacles, and you may

,

set to at Calipash and Calipee with impunity;

*

for,

they

will

make

:

«a

civrex

௧௧௨7

look

like

« A LARGE FOWL,”
and

«4 pewny Rouu” as big

as

« A QUARTERN LOAF!!!”
Some Philosophers have ‘said, that .Pain
is only imaginary,

— we may as justly believe

the same of Hunger ; and if a Gentleman who
eats only an Ounce of Mutton, imagines, by
the aid of these magnifiers, that he has eaten
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Hunger,
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ought, to be as ய இ

satisfied.
:
Mzm. The Addition to your Optician’s
Bill — will soon be overpaid by the subtraction
from your Butcher’s and Baker’s.

X.

PERSONS CHOOSING
READ WITH.

SPECTACLES

TO

A part

of the paraphernalia of an Optician’s

counter,

is a

Book*

of rather

a small

print,

(about the size of the Note at the foot of this
Page) — which is presented to those who come
to choose Spectacles —and such Glasses are
very properly recommended, as will enable the
person to read it—at the same distance, and
with the same ease, that he could before his

Eyes were impaired, 7. e: through which the

Letters appear perfectly distinct, and of their
natural size.
;
The first

thing

to attend

to, is to look ata

Book with each Eye alternately (shutting the
other), and carefully ascertain, if you see equally
* The Author will be sadly disappointed if in future this

. Wotk is not the Volume chosen for that purpose.

ஆட்டய
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with both Eyes, with the samme Glass, at

exactly the same distance. Persons are quite
unconscious of the frequent inequality in the

focus of the two Eyes till they thus try them
separately; when they often find that a Glass
which will do very well for one Eye — is of little
or no use to the other,

which

to

be rendered

effective must have a Glass of a different focus.
With Glasses not Convex enough, or, according to the common expression, which are too
Young, You will not see clearly, unless the
Book is placed so far from your Eyes, that the

Letters cannot be seen distinctly.
. With Glasses too Convex — or too Old — You
will be obliged to bring the Book nearer to
your Eyes than
good—and the
they really are.
much, will strain

you did when your Sight was
Letters will appear larger, than
Spectacles which magnify too
the Eyes even more than those

which do not magnify enough— and instead
of retarding, will accelerate the defect which
age brings on.

“When

persons apply to an Optician for

_ Spectacles to read or work with; they should

clearly understand, that the Objects for which
such Spectacles are solely calculated, are°not

‘
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placed

more than

12 or 14 Inches from their
Reading, Writing, Sew-

Eyes — 2. e. whether

ing,

&c.

for

CHOOSING

there

seems

to

be

a

natural

impulse in most persons, that after a printed
Book

has

been

handed

them

for

trial to

read, they will presently look off—to
object

on

the

other

side

across

the

Street, and

say,

of the

some

Room,

‘ Why

now

or

I can

see well enough to Read with these Glasses —
but I cannot discern what that word is over

yonder

Door,’ and

the Optician

has often-

times no little trouble to convince them, that

such
objects

Spectacles

are not intended

at a distance —to

see

to show

which,

their

Sight-is as strong ‘as ever; and in fact, that
they can see distant ர
best with ther
naked Eye.”
«A person in business, ith whom I was'
acquainted, began to want the common Optical

assistance, especially for Writing,

when about

40 years of Age—the Glasses he first used
were of 30 Inches focus, but he soon found
them useful to look at the labels on the parcels

of Muslin arranged on the shelves around his
Shop: after a while, he found it easy and convenient to keep them on during the Day, to

4
SPECTACLES
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or occasignally. to look

along the Street fora passing friend.

Another

pair of deeper focus, was a repeated necessary
consequence, for the mechanism of his Eyes

naturally formed themselves to the power of
the Convex Glasses,

and his Eyes still grow-

ing older — and strained by too strong excitement, at last would

not perform

their office

distinctly, unless assisted by Spectacles of 11]
Inches focus—so that he. became literally
half-blind in the course of about 10 Years.
“This, is not a very singular,
— but a very
common

case, — and one of the most frequent

causes of irreparable injury to the Eyes, and
is one of the first cautions to be given to those

who are choosing Convex Spectacles.
“From not being aware of this, I haxe
known several Painters and other Artists, who
have, in their natural anxiety to see as well as'
possible, irremediably injured their Sight— so

that when they became 60 or 70 years of age,
they were obliged to use Two half glasses of ்
different foci fixed in the rings of a Spectacle
frame—the upper half to help them to observe a
distant picture or sketch, &c. and the lower half

to transmit it to canvas.”—Mr. S, Prercrs

|
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With suck divided Glasses, it requires considerable attention to raise or depress the
Eyes sufficiently, so as only to look through
one half,—and that the rays from the other half,

may not confuse the Eye and distress its ad-

justment — which would be extremely “perplexing and detrimental to the Eyes, to which
it would be as bothering, as it would be to the
Ears to have two Barrel Organs at the same

moment, — One playing “ Sally in our Ally,”—
and the Other “ Ally Croaker.”
There have been

several other plans for ob-

taining the convenience of Two pairs of Spectacles in One frame
— by having the glasses to
turn up on the side, &c. but all such contri-

vances are at the expense of the Eye — the
Magnifying power of Spectacles has also been
made to vary from 36 to 12 Inches focus, by

having two Hye-glasses,
one

before

but the

the

of 72 inches focus,

other, and

vision cannot

separating

them;

be so good as with the’

simple single Eye-glass — and those who value
their Eyes—will use no other. I think the |
most convenient plan, and also the least injurious to the Eyes, would be to have a pair of |
Spectacles glassed with Glasses of the focus

|
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and
cian’s, the Sight soon becomes confused
appreto
unfit
quite
t
momen
tired, and for the

ciate with proper accuracy, what Glasses are
exactly thebest for its.
I advise persons who have never worn Spec-

tacles— or are uncertain what Glasses will
suit their Eyes best, to borrow One of the Seis
of Glasses, which consist of Spectacles, of regular gradations of power, set in a frame—
the first Set of Convexes usually contains the
first Seven Glasses mentioned in the Table at
page 33 — or, if these cannot be had — choose
at the Optician’s, those Spectacles which they

- through which he obtains the most distinct Vision; — yet
some confidenée should be placed in the judgment of the
Artist of whom they are purchased, and some attention
paid to his directions.
“« By trying many Spectacles the Eye is fatigued, as the
Pupil varies in size with every different Glass, and the
Bye endeavours to accommodate itself to every change
that is produced. Henze the purchaser often fixes upon
a pair of Spectacles not the best adapted to his sight, but
those which seem to relieve him most, while his Eyes are
in a forced and unnatural state; and consequently, when
he gets home, and they are returned to their natural state,
he finds what he had chosen, fatiguing and injurious to the
sight.”
— Mr. G. Apams on Vision, 8vo. 1789, p. 96.

|
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think they can see best with, and take home
with them also, Two other pairs, one a degree
more, the other a degree less Convex, or Con-

cave, as they happen to be either Long, or
Short-Sighted': — they should try these repeatedly for whatever purpose they wish to employ
them :— should take care, that the Glasses they

try are all perfectly clean — and that they
hold them as close and parallel to the Eye as
Spectacles are placed.
ட
They will probably find, if they try them
‘by Candlelight, especially with a very small
print or fine work —that one degree of magnifying power more than they require by Daylight, will show very small objects most distinctly — but I protest against such indulgence .
at first —when the Sight is much impaired by
Age—a pair of Glasses for use by Day, and
another for Night, are advisable comforts for
| the Eyes.
The best plan for the Preservation of the Eyes,
—is not to employ them in any work at Nicht

that gives them any trouble:— let all Business

which

requires intense

attention,

such

b as mending Pens, &c. be done by “ the Benes
Day.”

1
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At any Age, the less the Eyes are actively

employed

at Night,

the better — after the

labours of the Day, the Eye participates in
that languor which every other part of the
System suffers, and the tone of the Visual
Organ is comparatively feeble —therefore avoid

“as much as possible, reading a small print, or
any business which requires the earnest exertion

of the Eyes—and always use a shaded light.
The moment that your Eyes, by beginning
to feel hat and fatigued, give you a hint, that
they have
agreeable
Forcing
for a few

done as much work for you as is.
to them —leave off exerting them.
the Eyes to Work at Night,* even
moments after they are tired, — will

- often, put them out of humour for the whole of
the following Day, and is of all Eye-spoiling
Acts the most mischievous ;— want of Mercy

in this respect, has prematurely ruined the Eyes
of Thousands!
Several Young

;
Ladies,

of

only

about 26

* “The frivolous attention of a quarter of an hour of
an Evening, has cost many, the comfortable and perfect use
of their Eyes for many years :— the mischief is effected
imperceptibly —the consequences are irreparable.” — Mr.
G. Apams on Vision, 8vo. 1789, p. 98.
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years of Age, have complained Rote that they

could not work without Spectacles of 30 Inches
focus —who I found, on inquiry, very justly

attributed this premature failure of their Sight
to having been obliged frequently to sit up at
Needle-work half the Night during the time
they were with Dress-makers.

Those who have any regard for the Eyes of
their Children —will make it part of the agreement, when they article them to any Business
requiring the earnest exertion of their’ Eyes,

that they shall never be required, on any pretence, to use them at latest after Nine o’clock

at Night.
A friend of the Author, who has passed his '
60th year, and has found it necessary to use
Spectagles

ever since he attained the age at

which they are usually wanted ; whose occupations

have

occasioned

his Hyes

to

be con-

stantly employed on small objects in print,
writing, and drawing, by Candlelight as
well as in the Day, by careful management,

is still enabled to see with Spectacles ofthe
௬
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first power, or 86 inches focal length, for com-

mon purposes ; —?. e. for reading moderately

sized prints, and writing in Day-light.
His practice has been, from the period of

first using Spectacles, never to employ a
higher power than was immediately and absolutely wanted for the particular occasion,—for

which purpose he constantly carries with. him
Two pair of Spectacles; one pair of 36 inches,.
and another pair of 24 inches focal length;

the two pair put on together, serving him fora
magnifying power of 12 inches focal length
for extraordinary purposes.
The Two pair of Spectacles are for the convenience of being carried in the pocket: at
- Home, in his study, he has by him all the gradations of 36, 30, 24, 18, and

12 inches

length, to be used as required.
He observes, that immediately

focal

after using

Spectacles:of a high magnifying power,

the

Sight does not easily accommodate itself to a
lower power; and in such cases, it is necessary to give the Hyes a little time to rest and
recover themselves,
This strain of the Eye, and occasion for
ச
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Spectacles of a high magnifying power, is
particularly found in Mending Pens ;* when
the inconvenience of the Eye not readily
restoring itself to the capability of seeing with
the ordmary Spectacles is strongly evinced:
to avoid the distressing inconvenience, he has a
sufficient number

of Pens, to prevent theneces-

sity of mending any of them until he
writing. — This method of using
powers when the lower powers will
after wanted, is always a provident

has finished
the higher
not be soon
procedure.

There is a convenience in Spectacles ofasmall
power, while they can be used. No object can
be distinctly seen through Spectacles which
magnify very much, beyond their focal length;
and in using the high magnifying power of 12 |
inches focal length, prints and writings to be reThose who find’ the Mending of Pens rather a difficult'Job; I recommend the occasional use of 4 Sreer

Pry — especially when they wish to write very small and
neatly.
;
+ Mending Pens, and all operations requiring the Sight
to be in its best condition, should be attended to early in
the Day while the Nerves are brisk, and before the Eyes
are fatigued: provided the higher magnifying powers are
Aot wanted for this purpose.
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ferred to must be placed within that distance of
the eye; but with the smaller power of 36 inches .
focal length such objects may be placed to that
greater distance from the Eye-for vers referred
to.*

Therefore the smaller the power, provided it

be sufficient, the more pleasant and convenient

will be the Spectacles.
By placing upright against
with moderately large printed
usually occur in the title-pages
he finds the greatest distance
* see the

a wall, a paper
letters, such as
of Octavo books,
he can distinetly

letters with a good light, to be the

Focal length of the Spectacles.

For the usual

method of measuring the Focal length of Spectacles — See Chapter XV.
If any, doubt should be entertained of the
Two Glasses not being of the same focus, he
tries each Glass separately with the same Eye,
and the difference is immediately discovered.

Besides the alteration’ in the convexity of
the Eye and the muscular power of contraction
* This supposes a good light, and the object not very
mingite: but such as could be distinguished at the same
distance by the best eyes without glasses.
்
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and dilatation, Age reduces tht vividness of
the illumination on the Retina; in consequence
of which, although objects may be sufficiently

magnified by Spectacles,
scarcely
strong:

visible

when

yet they may

the

be

light is not very

but, on the other hand, a too powerful

Light is injurious to the Eye.

The Light

should therefore be economized for the benefit
of the Eye.
See Chapter XIII.

The Artificial Light from Candles is rarely too
strong; but “ the Blaze of Day” is often too
intense on white paper, and should be moderated by placing the paper so as to reduce the

reflection of the rays of light upon the eye:
have enough Light, but no more than is sufficient.
mh

>

CHAPTER

XI.

HINTS TO PERSONS BEGINNING TO WEAR
SPECTACLES,
AND

OF READING

LAMPS

AND

CANDLESTICKS.

WHEN persons first put on Spectacles, if they
have chosen

them

ever so wisely—still, they

frequently complain that their Eyes feel fatigued, — and sometimes even ache, after they

@
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some.

time,

especially

by

There-is no wonder in. this—it

would only be wonderful if they did not.

It usually happens, that for some months
previous to Persons wearing Spectacles, their

Sight has either been strained and weakened
by their trying to see what Nature had decreed that they should not,—or, their Eyes
have been Idle, and unaccustomed to be used

much, especially by Candlelight.
The cause of the Complaint people so often
make, that their Eyes very soon tire if they
use them at Night, is not, as they seem to
suppose, entirely from the inferiority of Artificial Light.
ள்
Mr. ARGAND’s invention gave us all that
“we wanted

as far as Quantity of Light—and

Mr. Drvitie informs me that the Gas light’
from the Cocoa Nut Oil has the Quafity of
Daylight; and that with it, the difference
of the colour of Flowers of Sulphar,

and that

of Wheat Flour, may bé easily distinguished,
which it is difficult,

if not impossible, to see

with any other Artificial Light.*

* “ The greatest part of Objects, in Candlelight, are
வர்ஷ
tinged with a Yellow Red, though we are not
sensible thereof; because all the objects. in view:
are

=
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There are some’ perfectly authenticated in-

stances of persons possessing the faculty of
Sight as to the perception of Form—who had
no sense of Colowrs—others

who

could not

distinguish their difference by Candlelight—
and one I have met with who by Daylight
cannot

tell

the power

Red

from

Green—but

of discerning

Candlelight.

The

them

recovers

correctly by

latter is a very

singular

anomaly of Vision.
THE

CUMUMBRA

& SEMIUMBRA LAMPS,

Made at Devrixe’s Manufactory, near Exeter
’Change, Strand.

Tue. shade of this Lamp

=

is so contrived that

it completely prevents any of its rays coming
changed in the same proportion. But if in the day-time
you place Candles in a darkened chamber that every thing
therein may be well illuminated, and then retire to another
place illuminated with the Sun’s light—the Objects illuminated with Candlelight, when viewed through the door
of the room, will appear tinged with a yellow red, when
compared with those that are seen at the same fime
illustrated with Daylight.”—Dr. PorterrreLp on the Hye,
970, 1759, Vol. I. p. 127.

|
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to the Eyes —the pupil of which is therefore
-regulated solely by the object under examina-

tion. Every part of the Frame, &c. is coloured
a dead black.

The faults of all the other Reading Lamps
which I have seen, are, that the shade does
not come either high or low enough to com-

— and at the top is
pletely shade the light
partly composed of fretwork which shows the
light through ‘it—and the frames are fre-

quently painted with a light colour; and highly
yarnished.
To this Lamp may also be fixed a Half shade,

which will screen the Light from the person
reading, and at the same time light the Room
—which in some cases is a very desirable
contrivance.

It is so simple in its construction, that it
1s not liable to get out of order, and there is
very little more trouble in trimming it for
— than there is in Once snuffing”
Seven hours,
a Candle.
It is not only cheap in the purchase, but in

use, for I think it affords more light than Two
Candles at the cost of One. The Oil reservoir

holds three-fourths of half a pint of Oil, which
at the present price of the very best Lamp Oil,

THE

CUMUMBRA

LAMP.

6]

(5s. 6d. per Gallon,) costs 3 penee, which divided by 12, (the number of hours it will burn,)

gives the expense of this Heh

2.e. A Farthing

per Hour.

The Light of the
க is So good; that
Persons whose Sight is beginning to fail, and
who cannot read by Candlelight without Spectacles of 36 inches focus, with this Lamp read

as well as they can by Daylight; and so it
deserves all the praise which the pickpocket gave to the Gas light —“

It is as bad as Day-

light !"—2. e. for Opticians; for by the help of
this Lamp ‘persons

may

read

a year or two

longer than they would be able to do without
—and always, with Glasses of the same mag-

nifying power which they use by Day.
The effect of a strong Light* I have seep,”
evidenced by the fact — that Persons who have
‘many years used Spectacles, when the Sun
shines on their Book, can see without.

- I believe, that the main Reason why the Sight
* © 4 person who has been obliged for some years to
use Spectacles in reading, will, in the Sunshine, be able
to read very easily without them.”—Dr. PorTERFIELD on
௫.
the Eye, 8vo. 1759, Vol. I. p. 162.

௫
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is not so sharp af Night as it is in the Morning,
tired, by having

is, that the Eyes are

at

been

work all Day.

The sensibility of the Sight is surprisingly
recruited by Sleep. Dr. Porterfield, in p. 38
of Vol. IT. of his Essay on the Eye, observes,
“the

Pupil

is

very

large

our

upon

first

awaking.”
I have for many years been accustomed to

sleep with a light in the Room— and if at any
time it has gone out, I have generally awoke
just time enough before to previously light a
Candle: and have often wondered, that the
diminution of so faint a light had such a
strong effect on my Hye, as to awaken me out
of a sound Sleep.

.<3 read the above to Mr.-Bunpy the Engineer, and

he said—‘‘

happens to me —TI

The

very

thing

same

always awake just before

my Night Lamp goes quite out.”

5

The best Light for burning all night is the
Semiumbra* Chamber Lamp,

this may

be set

with perfect security on a Table by the Bedside
within reach, and by turning it half round, you
* Made by நரம,

near Exeter ’Change, Strand.

0
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may in a’ moment, have either. Jight-or Shade
—a frame may ‘be made to carry it over a
Bainmarie Saucepan, like the Nursing Lamps
for keeping children’s food warm, which will
keep half a pint of Tea or Broth warm all

Night.

This will be a great Comfort to Inva-

lids — especially to those afflicted with Nightmare, for which a draught of hot water will
give

more* immediate,

and

more

permanent

relief, than any remedy I have tried.
See the Author’s own Case in pages 206 to
214 of “Tur

Art

4th Edit. 12mo.
and Co. No. 90,
The strongest
that the degree

or INvicoratvine

பரந?

1822. Published by Hurst
Cheapside.
ர்
objection to Candlelight is,
of Light given by A Candle,

and its distance from the Hye, is varying even=.
moment ;—A Lamp has not this disadvantage :
by merely bringing it nearer to, or removing
it farther from the object under examination,
its Light may be either increased or diminished, and may be adjusted to almost any
degree; and it will continue the same for
several hours.

Those who cannot recollect having played
so much witha new Plaything, “ and fanoied

rr
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pleasure

became

a

Toil, —must have a much worse Memory —
than I hope you have, gentle Reader!
I dare say, that ‘many atime and oft,” this

— with much
has happened to all my Readers,
less bewitching Playthings than a pair of Spec-

tacles must at first be to a person who after Old
Time has for several months interdicted him

from-the amusement of Reading, &c. by this
inestimable invention, finds the full enjoyment
of his precious Sight — suddenly and perfectly
restored !

ட

From one of the causes above mentioned
when persons first put on Spectacles, their
Eyes are generally in a state of weakness, if
not of dise
:— ase
moreover, at the Age which
-heople usually find their Eyes refuse to be
employed on actual service without optical aid

be allowed to them, — (which, as I have before
said, happens soon after the 40th year),‘the Visual organs occasionally get out of tune, and

participate in that general deterioration of action which every part of our Machinery then
begins to suffer.
3

Very soon after-we pass the Meridian of
Lifg, every Sense becomes duller and weaker,

WHEN
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but no one fails so remarkably, ag the fine faculty of Sight ;—and although Spectacles revive the Visual powers ;— they cannot restore

to them the untiring energy they possessed
in early life.

்

(

Elderly persons can no more play with their
Eyes,
when

either so well, or so long, as they did
they were Young — than they can with

their Legs and Arms, &c.!— to expect that they
can, is about as

Infirmity

ridiculous,

as to suppose

on Crutches, has any chance

that

of ri-

valling the Champion of Pedestrians in walking
1000 Miles in 1000 Hours.
Those who consider these things, will soon
cease to be very much surprised, that their Hyes
tire sooner at 60 than they did at 16 —just
in proportion, as all their other faculties become

| sooner fatigued.

ப்

” The effective state of the Eyes, like that of

every other part of the Human frame, depends
upon that of the Circulation, — which depends
upon the condition of the Stomach, and the

more or less stimulating Quality, and the Quantity of the material that it is supplied with.

Several Studious Persons have told me, that
their Eyes are never in good order till they

F
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have had thejr Breakfast—that then, they
feel as if they were all Head for three or four
hours—-and then, have as irresistible an in-

clination for Bodily Exercise, as they had
previously for Intellectual occupation.
Oyer-exercise * of the Eyes, will occasion a
temporary exhaustion of them, in like manner
as over-exercise of the Legs will disable a person from walking with his wonted energy—
till Rest restores vigour to him.

I have often heard people complain of thew
Hyes

being

out of humour

for

several

days,

after being exposed to the glare of the lamps
at the Theatre, &c.— from being fatigued
_ by sitting up after their accustomed Hour,—
or from other jcauses which distressed -their

‘Nervous System.
When I was 45 years. old, I was employed ,
* “The instances of Weakness of Sight which occurred
in the early part of my Ophthalmic practice, were marked
by great constitutional delicacy, and the individuals had
most clearly brought on the Disease, either by excessive
attention to fine dazzling work, or by inordinate indulgence in literary pursuits protracted frequently to late
~ hours.” Mr. J. Stevenson on Weakness of Sight, Svo

1819. p. 57.

tar
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have Instrumehts of the like dimensions, may
easily verify at the expense of a few shillings.
A circumstantial account will be given of
their several performances and powers, as As— being the
tronomical and Day Telescopes,

x
results of 80 years’ observation.
rethe
measure
to
Readers
my
enable
To

spective merits, and the relative reflective
powers. of Conver, — Concave — and Plane
Small Specula—I shall lay before them, an
abstract of their several pretensions. as stated

by preceding writers thereon;—then proceed
with those Practical Observations which I have
made myself, and those which I have been fa-

voured with by

several scientific Opticians,

and amongst them those experienced and
excellent Makers of Reflecting Telescopes,

Messrs. Watson — Tulley — and Cuthbert —.
who have given me their Notes and Observa‘tions

thereon,

and

the

account

of the

Facts

which they have actually ascertained in. the
course of their numerous experiments. with
Telescopes of various constructions.
I have
only room in this page to add, that the Opi-

nions of these eminent Practical Opticians are
perféctly

unanimous,

and

in

perfect

unison

th
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worn for upwards of 31 years,’ahd it is very
nearly, if not quite, as sufficient help to me

now, as it was when I first employed it—
giving me a Sight (for objects at a moderate
distance), as I find, by comparison, about upon

a par with common Eyes : — without my Spec-

tacles, I am quite as Short-sighted as some of

my acquaintance who use Nos.6 and 7 concave;

i. e. we read at the same distarice.
Soon after I passed my 40th year I found
my Sight become rather Shorter as to distant
objects — and rather Longer with respect to
near objects —formerly, I usually wore Specta-

cles for Reading, Writing, &c. — but lately, the
power of my Hye to adapt itself to various
distances is so diminished, that when

I read,

8௦. I am obliged to take off my Glasses—
and objects that are more than 70 feet from
me, I see better with one number

deeper than

that I commonly wear. — See a similar case in
the Appendix.

The gradations of Concavity, in the Concaves of the common

Spectacles

which

are

marked Cheap in the windows of Sale-shops, —
Toy-shops, &c. —who pretend to undersell the
tegular Opticians, (Read Cuarrer XIX, and

H
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See the Appéndix,) are not always worked to

a certain standard, and what one person calls
No. 5, another rates as No. 3, or 4, or 6, or 7.
Mr. Pizrcx informed me that the late Mr.

Jussn RamspreNn made the first No. of his
Concaves to be equivalent to a Conver of 24
inches focus, —?. e. if a Convex of that focal
length be united to a Concave No. 1 —the

combination will form a Plane, and objects
’ appear through it neither larger nor smaller
than they really are.
A 21 Inch ConyexAn18Inch - - -

=
-

-

No.2.
No.8.

and that all regular Opticians proceed in like
manner.
The following is a very important fact, which
the Short-sighted cannot be too fully sensible
of :—
“T shall mention a fact with which I was

made acquainted by Mr. Groner ApAms the
late Mathematical Instrument Maker, who was
not only well skilled in the theory of Vision,

but, from his situation as an Artist, had better
opportunities than most persons of learning
such matters.
“The fact is this, that he does not know 2
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on

the

corn&r§

of the

Streets,

and

which

gives a decided outline to objects whose distance does not exceed about 40 feet, and which

renders them clear, without making Vision dazaling and glaring —the Glass which does, is
too deep by a Number.— See Appendia.
After your Eyes have been long accustomed
to the assistance of Concave Glasses, the smallest

variation in the degree of their Coneavity will
be extremely distressing and injurious to the
Sight :— when you have found Glasses which

exactly suit you —have Two

or Three pairs

fitted to your Spectacles, that you may be provided ifa Glass gets scratched or broken.

_ Near-Sightedness generally continues the same
during Life, and precisely the same Glass continues to afford precisely the same assistance.
After persons have used the same glass for
some years —and it is broken, &c. it is often
extremely difficult to make them think, that
any new one suits their Sight exactly so well
as the Old one which they had been in the
habit of long using: therefore Pebbles are
especially desirable for the Short-sighted.
to
Persons who are extremely Short-sighted,

preVent

their stooping

in writing—to

read

SHORT-SIGHTED PERSONS.
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only magnifies Twice,* will be உ. better
than any single Concave, because it can be
exactly adapted to various distances.

My “ Invisible Opera-Glass,” a contrivance of
‘Mr. Pierce and niyself, is a great acquisition
to Short-sighted Persons, and is an inestima-

ble little Instrument for Artists, &c. who wish
to discern the distinct outline of objects at
short inaccessible distances; 2.e. for an Archiரிகா of a Building a
tect to see the exact
furlong off— or to examine the pointing, &c.

glass 36, of an inch

in diameter, and its Mag-

nifymg power is about 3 times.
* At Opera-Glass which only magnifies once, like the
fashionable Grand Dandy Operas — of which the Eye-glass
is as large as the Object-glass—is of no use toa Nearsighted person ;—who, to receive the same benefit which a
common Eye does, will require rather more magnifying
power:—A very short-sighted person will receive very
little more assistance from an Opera-glass which magnifies
Twice, than a person with a Common Eye will fram one
which magnifies Once.

ல

.
of the walls of upper stories, &c.
When shut up in its case, this little Glass is
only 2inches in length ; — when inuse, about 3
inches : —it has a single plano-convex Object-
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There is a very general Vulgar Error, that
Short-sighted persons who use Concaves, as
they get Older, become less Short-sighted: on

the contrary, every Optician and
person that I have consulted on
have assured me, that as their
impaired by Age, to see distant
and distinct, they require

Short-sighted
this subject,
Eyes become
objects sharp

rather deeper than

shallower Concaves; and at a very advanced
Age, sometimes complain that they cannot see
to read so well as formerly, and require Convexes of 36 or 30 inches focus.
Mr. Pierce informs me, that Dr. ParKkER,

the late Rector of St. James’s, Piccadilly, had
from his youth a short-sight, and when almost

four score years of age, complained to him that
he could not read so distinctly as he wished:
with the help of Convexes of 36 inches focus,:
he was enabled to read and write with comfort
to himself for several Years after.—See Apம
pendix.

That a Short-sight is stronger and better,
and more lasting than a Common-sight1
have always set down among the most absurd

of Vulgar Errors— unless, to be half blind all
their Life, as the Short-sighted

are, is better

SPECTACLE
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CHAPTER
SPECTACLE

XIV.
FRAMES.

I prefer a well-hammered Sinver Frame
with Douste Jornrs, the Second joint of
which may be turned on its pin over the First,

so that they may be occasionally used with the

Single joimt only —they sit close and steady
on the Head, and are convenient to wear under

a Hat—do

not press either on the Nose or

— but
on the Temple
s their pressure is general

and equal, and as it may be varied, may be
rendered more agreeable than any other Frame.

Spectacles with only a Single Joint, must
press hard somewhere.
have a
SprcTaActEs
TorToIsE-sHELL
gloomy heavy appearance, are no lighter than

Silver ones, and are very easily and very often
however, if you will have a Shell
— en:
brok
frame, let the front be all Black — variegated
Shell is bad for the Eye.

The Biuep StTeeL Frames are good looking enough

when

new,

but

soon

lose their
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Azure lustre, and then look very shabby ;
there is a prejudice in favour of a Steel frame
as being very light, —and, from

its

elasticity,

that its pressure on the Head is less than that

of a Silver frame.— It may be for the first fortnight; but in the course of that time, such is
the ductile nature of a Silver frame, which

soon adapts itself exactly and comfortably to
the Head, and becomes infinitely easier and
pleasanter than the springy Steel ; and the truth

of the old saying, “as easy as an Old Shoe,”
is remarkably felt in “ an Old Silver Spectacle
Frame.”
That the Frame should be Light, is the only

point which either the Makers or the Wearers
of it seem to pay any attention to—and to
Lightness, every other property of it is willingly, but ridiculously sacrificed.
ல்
The actual difference in Weight bet:wveen a
Silver Front of that proper degree of strength
which 1 have recommended, and one of the
silly flimsy fronts which are commonly so
much admired, does not exceed Four Pennyweights.
Let the Frame be large enough not to press

SPECTACLE GLASSES.
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3.

CHAPTER
OF THE QUALITY

XV.

OF SPECTACLE GLASSES, AND

HOW TO MEASURE THEIR FOCAL LENGTH.

Tue defects of Spectacle Glasses are either
from Veins — Specks — Scratches — Colour—
or false Figure.
ச
Ist. To discover Veins in a Convex Glass
place a Candle about 5 or 6 yards from you ;
then look through the Glass, move it from
your Hye till you find it full of Light, and you

will then clearly see every vein, &c. in it which
venders Vision
Objects.

imperfect

by ‘distorting

the
}

Qdly. Specks or Scratches are not so misschievous as Veins— for they do not distort the
object, but only intercept part of the Light ; —

however, such defective Glasses will not be
used, except by such persons who think that

their Two Eyes are not worth Two Shillings.
3dly. False Figure. To prove the Figure,
lay a Book before you, hold the Spectacles in
your hand, and looking through them remove

them gradually from the Book.

If the figure

' SPECTACLE
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of the Glasses‘is false, the objects will appear
Thus if you view any
distorted and confused.
squares, through
small
form
which
lines
cross

a falsely ground glass — some of the squares
will appear with strait sides distinct and all
ofa size; others with crooked sides of different sizes and confused;

so that the whole will

be neither like the original, nor all parts of it
distinct at the same distance.
‘
If you view it through a true glass, it will be
exactly like the original figure and uniformly
distinct, only magnified according to the degree of the power of the lens used; and as you
gradually remoye the Glass beyond the focus,
if you

take

care to move

the Glass

perpen-

dicular to the plane of the Paper, all parts of
the object will become equally indistinct at the
same distance.
4thly. The Colour of the Glass — That is the
best material for looking through, tirough
which Objects appear nearest to their natural
Colo—ur
the easiest way of examining the
Colour of a Glass is to lay it upon a ல of
White Paper.
To MEASURE THE Focan LeneTH OF

Spitcracte

GuAsses.
— The

usual manner
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out veins or specks comparatively, and bears ©
an excellent polish: Crown-glass is too dark
and seedy for the purpose; French or British
Plate is more difficult to polish well,and Spec-

tacle-glasses

made

therewith

are

generally

Grey ; that is, the fine grinding from the Emery
is not sufficiently polished off.
Much has been said to persuade the Public

that each Spectacle-glass ought to be ground
and finished singly by itself, else its defects of va-

riety of foc, incorrect representation of objects,
and false colouring, must be considerable. But

every one acquainted with Glass Grinding, is

well

convinced,

and

will

be ready

to assert,

that a Glass of so small a diameter as an inch

and a half, cannot

possibly be worked

so

steadily, nor so true, by the hand singly, nor

polished off so fair and regular, as when several
are worked

together

in a Block:

this block

may probably hold four dozen of glasses, which
are worked, ground, and polished together in a

tool of an exact radius to produce the focal
length desired. The firmness of a Block of
Glasses secures you against the possibility of

forming any irregular sphericity, and gives, it a
decided advantage.
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VARIOUS

DEGREES

OF PERFECTION

Iuminating power) — that they could perceive the Moons of Jupiter.— See G. Apams
on Vision, 8vo. 1789, p. 64.
Ihave

heard of, but never

met

with such

Visual organs. — Common Eyes can scarcely
perceive them with a good Achromatic Opera
Glass magnifying 4 times.
Father Castel invented an Ocular Harpsichord — which was strung with coloured tapes
instead of wires, and being placed in a dark
room, when the keys were touched, the transparent tapes which corresponded with them

became visible.

C. published a pamphlet de-

scribing this curious machine, which was
translated into English, and I once had a eopy
. Of it.
I haye met with some very sensitive Ears—
and have known seyeral extraordinary Musi- |
cians who have been able, ifa handful of the |
keys of a Harpsichord were put down, so as
to produce the most irrelative combinations —
to name each half-note without. a mistake. —
When I mentioned this to that excellent Organ |
Player, Mr. Cuartes Wes.ey, he said, “At
the age of twenty, I could do it myself — but
I can’tnow.”
He was then in his 55th year.

The delicately discriminating power of the

OF THE EYE AND EAR.
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Ear is more the gift of Nature than extreme
sensibility of the Eye, which latter is I believe
always in a considerable degree the result of
cultivation.— Miss Cunirr, of the Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane, when only-six years old,
surprised me very much, by the high degree she

then was gifted with the former faculty; so
was Mr. Warsong of the Theatre Royal,
Covent Garden: which they still retain.
Mr. T. Cooks, the Singer and Composer to
Drury Lane Theatre, whom no one will contra-

dict me when I style the most extraordinary Musician of the present Age, whenI put down the
— told me
following Notes on a Piano-Forte,
Beef in
have
you
that
Sir,
at once, “ I think,

one hand —and Cabbage in the other.
Db.

Mizor.

hence

con

(

fh

the Oop

approving
t stupid

hour

stare

parts

aul

inful

pre-eminenc
]
eakness

whole
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tance between the Hye-glass and the Objectglass must be diminished.
“ It has long been known, that the Magnifying powers of Telescopes could be augmented by increasing the distance between
the two glasses next to the Eye, and the two

that are next, to the Objct-glass, to almost
double the power.of the Eye-tube in its usual
form, 2. e. from 30 to 55.

that Opticians have

This is the utmost

heretofore accomplished
;—

yet this variation is so desirable,

that I think it

only requires to be generally known, to be
generally desired, both for Convenience and
Cheapness*..
“ A

few

months

coe

I saw

an

Eye-tube,

made by Mr. Caucnorx, with a scale of magnifying powers from 25 to 73; but, upon trial,

I found that the vision was perfectly good only:
between 35 and 45.
“* My, attention was strongly excited by the
idea of OnE Eye-tube effecting the whole busi* Before Mr. Jesse
The Pipe-drawer

for

RamspEw
the

invented, about 1785,

Terrestrial

Eye-tube — and

changed’ ‘the’ Magnifying power, by changing the, two
Glasses’next to the Eye — for which half Eye-tube; he
charged 10s, 6d.— for every change/of Magnifying power,
there was

the incumbrance and expense

tube, costing 11. 4s,

of another Eye-
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ness of Magnifying; and after several experiments,

with the

I combined

assistance of Mr. 8. Pizrcn,

lenses of such proportions that

they admitted

of being

separated from each

other so as to Magnify at one extremity,
more than double what they did at the other,
the vision continuing uniformly distinct.
“ Having now’done more than had been
previously effected, I brought it to You. The
approbation You expressed of what I had
done, so encouraged me, that I applied un-

ceasingly, determined to perfect the object
in view, which I have now accomplished.
“I beg to present to you the following accu-

rate measurement of the powers, and faithful
account of the performance of
“The

Pancratic

Eyr-Tuse,

which

I

_ think gives a better defined image of a fixed
Star, — and

shews

Double

Stars

decidedly

more distinct *, and perfectly separated, than

any other Hye-tube, and I hope will enable us
to determine the distances of these objects
* Especially in Achromatic Telescopes, which are, what
is termed, a little over-corrected, and the purple rays predominate: that is, when.the focal length of the Convex
Lens, is formed rather too long for the Concave.
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from each other, in amore perfect manner than
has been possible heretofore.*.
«This, Eye-tube, when accurately aca
applied to an Achromatic

of 44 ‘inches focus,

produces, in the most, perfect. manner, every
intermediate degree of Magnifying power, between 100 and 400, either for Celestial or Terrestrial uses—

the Field+ of Vision

condiosing

uniformly distinct,:
“ Therefore it is presumed, that the ea
tage of my Pancraric Eye-tube over the
usual common Eye-tube, in variety of Magni-

fying. power, — convenience; — cheapness,—
and portability,
— is as 300) to 1.— The cost
of acommon Eye-tube is One Pound; of the
Pancratic only Two Pounds, Two Shillings.

“ The Tubes are graduated ; every 10 Asis
thus, 100, 110, 120, up to 400.
* This may, perhaps, be accounted for, from the greater
degree of the aberration arising from the extreme sphericity

of the lenses in other Eye-pieces which magnify so highly.
+ It may be said that Common Eye-tubes

have rather

a larger field — but of what use is that part of the field in
which objects appear distorted and fringed with Colour.
That, can only be considered the actual and useful field

of view, the Margin of which, isas perfectly distinct as the
middle of the field, when the Telescope is adjusted at aa
object seen in the middle of the field.

DAY TELESCOPES.
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— being as lowa
from 224 times, up’ to 88
power as is requisite for Land Objects — and
as high as is requisite to shew the Ring of
Saturn, the Belts and Satellites: * Jupiter and:
several Double Stars.
;
If the Pancratic be applied to a ரவணன்
with sliding tubes; it is desirable, on account

of the great power it produces, that it should:
have an Adjusting Screw with a tooth and
pinion; these are made separate from the Telescope, and introduced between the first and

second sliding tubes.
The Advantage—of having Att Powers a
One Bye-tube is sufficiently obvious.

In very Clear Days the Air is so transparent,
that we can use a Power of 100 for Land Objects,

and

on

objects

well

illuminated

some-

times 150, as well as in some other days we cam»

a power of 50,

Telescopes act best when used

in the same direction that the Sun shines.—
I have known good Telescopes’ condemned

by trying them upon objects situated towards
the East in the morning,

or the West in the

evening.
To have Perfect Vision. — every
every

Object, must

ட

and

have its appropriate de-

—
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gree of Magnifying* power! பிட்டி
!
can only

be accomplished by the Pancratic Eye-tube.
On the 26th of March, 1819, Mr. Pierce,

the Optician, with a Pancratic Eye-tube which
made a | foot Achromatic’ magnify 80 ‘times,

perceived a Geminorum to be double.
°On

the 5th

of April,

1819,

1 shewed:

this

with a power of 70:to Mr. Wm. Brockedon,
the Painter, and to Mr. Charles Turner, the
Mezzotinto Engraver in Ordinary to His Ma-

JESTY. |
_ @ Geminorum requires very little [duminating

Power: I have shewn it to several persons who
did not know that it was a Double star, with
two l foot portable Telescopes, with an Object-

glass of the usual aperture of 14 inch in dia+
meter, to which I applied a Pancratic Eye-tube,
- which gave a power of 70 times, and they de-

seribed°to’ me its appearance very accurately.

~Thave seen these two: Stars with 230 in an
Achromatic Telescope of 28 inches focus, and
23 inches aperture, (which

was made

bythe

86 Tae EFFECTIVE Power oF TeLescores has a considerable range of extent, — and can only be assigned —

when the Object to be viewed is given.”— Sir War. Mer-

SHEL, in Vol. CV. of the Phil. Trans. page 294.
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present Mr. Dollond for the late Mr. G. Hodeson, at whose sale in February last I purchased

it,) like Two Shillings ona bit of Black Cloth—
See diagram facing page 130; but in which,1
beg to observe, that the smaller Star is made

rather too small in proportion to the’ larger
Star. See Sir Wm. Herschel’s diagram of Cas-

tor, as it appeared in his 7 feet Newtonian with
460. in the Phil. Trans. for 1782.
¢ Bodtis, was observed on the 25th of May,

1819, by Mr. H. Browne, F.R.S. and myself,
with an Achromatic Telescope of 2/,ths aper-

ture, made by Mr. George Dollond, F.R.S!
With a Pancratic Eye-tube magnifying 270 the
two Stars, were Just as perfectly and as distinctly
defined, and at about the distance’ from each

other, as represented in the Engraving of the
Pancratic Eye-tube facing page 130, without.
either rings or rays, &c., around them: © This
was in an extremely fine clear evening —the
air quite still and the star very near the
meridian.
The Blue colour of the ‘smaller
star was remarkably bright for so small an
aperture
— This

Double

Star is very rarely

seea perfectly distinctly, in an Achromatic with
a less Aperture than 34, or in a Gregorian Re-

« DUMPIES;
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flector of less. than’ 5, dnbhesi "and ia

Power

of 300.
_ Sin William, Herschel saw. it in his 7 feet
Newtonian, when (its aperture was. limited. to

33.inches,; with 460 the vacancy. between the
Stars: was 4 a diameter of the smallest.
Phil. Trans... Vol. 95, p. 42.

See

(Well might Dr.»Maskelyne say that “ Telescopes

of

perform

Szr

most

Astronomy,

Isaac

Newtdn’s

excellently

construction

in the, Minutie.

of

especially if small Apertures and

long Foci are made use of.” See Supplement
to the Nautical Almanac for 1787, p. 42.
_ Magnifying, power, when required for observing-Dovnte Srars,

is also, more

perfectly

effective in an Achromatic Telescope, in proportion, as. it is derived from a proper degree
of original power from the Object Glass—the
image of the Stars appears smaller, and their
separation

greater.

.,

I will here take. the liberty to caution eR
hip hereafter may be crazy with the Dumpy*
This appellation was first given by Mr. Sxonr, the cele-

brated. Maker of Reflectors, to a Telescope he mad9 for
the Honourable Topham Beauclerc, of 6 inches aperture,
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Mania, that the convenience derived from Telescopes being made short, (if beyond a certain
-proportion,) is greatly more than overbalanced,

by the errors produced by the great increase

of the aberration of Sphericity arising from the
deep

curves' of the

excessively

small Hye-

glasses we are obliged to employ
— there is.
much difficulty in getting deep Lenses well
worked —and

sé much more mischievous are

the errors arising from any deviation from
preper figure.

It is almost impossible to find an Eye- lass
so'deep as even the =1,th of an Inch focus, that

will give a well-defined image of a Star, notwithstanding much deeper magnifiers are use-

able in Microséopes.

ச

Steady Stands are now
தடட
இற்ற
very moderate expense, which make it as easy,
and which I saw in Colonel Aubert’s Observatory at High-

bury; it was only 24, instead of the length he usually made
them, i. e. $36” inches focus. . The instrument is well known

in the Optical World by the name of “ Short’s Dumpy.”
Mr. Tulley informs me, that this Telescope is still in
high preservation, and is now in the possession of Mr.
» Allen, Plough Court, Lombard Street.
ae
,

* See the Supplement to the Nautical
p- 39.

Almanac for 1787,
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duced by Eyezplasses of long foci. —T am
taking it for eranted, Sir, that the Instrument

is employed for important scientific purposes,
when the first consideration is Optical per
fection. —However, I ask your pardon, Sir, for
speaking so plainly— perhaps You purchased
i
your Dumpy merely for a Plaything?
I have seen © Bootis, as “distinctly as repre+

sented in the diagram, facing page 130, witha
Telescope which would not exhibit a glimpse
of the small Star which accompanies Rigel, nor
the small star near the Pole Star —and other
Telescopes which would plainly shew the york
but failed entirely at the former.
Very few Instruments are so perfect, that
they will perfor perfectly well on all Objects.
— There is almost always, some false light
flitting about-some part of the Image, andifa:

small Star happens to be in) that’ Heat
enveloped therein; and is

it. 1s
gmt

“Tavisible or dimly seen.”

Ido not call it seeing a Star Double, when
you

can only now

and

then, fancy you can

percgive a faint glimpse of a little flitting ghost
of an accompanying Star, during fits of easy
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transmission —but only, when the apparent
diameters of the Two Stars are as perfectly

round, well defined, and distinctly separate,
with a deep black division between them: as
they are delineated in the diagrams in the
plate facing page 130.
T have several times seen that very pretty
object, y Andromedz, with 1-foot Achromatics,

with an aperture of 1 and +;th of an inch, and
a Magnifying power of 35. In these little telescopes, the smaller Star which in larger instruments appears of a fine Blue colour —for want
of illuminating power, appeared of the same
colour as the larger Star: The Blue Colour of
the Stars accompanying this Star and « Bodtis,
becomes vivid in proportion 1 to their proximity
to the Meridian, and the Perfection and Ilu-

-minating power of our Telescopes.
- Tmust here caution the Novice, that He
anust not often expect to see these extremely

“inate objects to the utmost advantage*, as I
‘ * “For if there be any vapours moving and undulating
ii the atmosphere,

which often happens, though the night

appears clear to the naked eye, these will entirely destroy
the distinctness of the appearance: and it often happens
that thé air in this respect,

at least here with us at Kew,
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have described them, when I saw them at very
favourable moments with very fine Instru-

ments — especially the Colour of the Blue
Stars, even when they are near to the Me-

ridian, and the Ilwminating power of the Telescope

is in due proportion

to the Magni-

fying power, and the Instrument is Extremely
perfect
— unless the Air is very clear and still—

and every circumstance is favourable *.
will so suddenly and so totally alter, that the object will
appear very distinct and very confused afterwards in $ or 4
seconds of time; and the air is sometimes so very variable
that objects will appear instantaneously to change, from
being very clear to be confused, and then to be clear again.
Tt will therefore be proper to accustom one’s self to the
fluctuating appearar<c. of some land-objects, seen in the
day time through the reflector; lest the undulating appearances of the planets in the night may deceive one, and
incline one to think this instrument does not succeed so«
well as it is certain it will ina pure undisturbed Air.” —

Dr. Smrru’s Optics, 4to. vol. ti.
***T have had recourse to
many Facourable Hours we may
Climate.

p. $66.
my Journals to find how
Annually hope for in this |
்
்
{

“Tr is to be noticed, that the nights must be very 4
cleat— the Moon absent — no Twilight —no Haziness— ~
no Wolent Wind — and no sudden change of Temperature;

—and

it “appears that a Year which will afford 90, 07

|
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Astronomical Amateur should be fully

aware, that such is the capricious and vibrating

state of the Atmosphere of this Country, that

many Eyenings which seem to be extremely
fine, when the Stars appear very brilliant and
dazzling to the naked Hye,

Observation,

and

our

are

quite

unfit for

best ர்க்

will

perform but very badly.
Sir Wm. Herschel observes, that “ De

Stars require a great deal of good distinct
light;

or even with the best

observer

must

not

condemn

instruments,

either

his

the

in-

strument or his eye if he does not discern
them.”

N.B. The apparent Diameters — and the
Distances of Double Stars* faorg each other, —
at most 100 Hours, is to be called a very productive
one.” ! / ! —Sir Wat. Herscuet,
in page 84 of the 90th
vol. of the Phil. Trans.
* The Reader will find, in the 26th Number of The
Tournel of Science, edited at the Royal Institution, 1822,
24 Diagrams of Double Stars, by Mr. J. Sourn, F.R.S.
| In the Second Part of the Economy or THE Eyes—
| vill be given Portraits of the Planets, and Diagrams of
| -he most remarkable Double Stars, as they appear in Teles| copes of various Magnitudes, with yarious Magnifying
powers — stating with how Low a Power and how Small a
L
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vary very “much, — according to the different
states of the Atmosphere, —the Defining, —
‘Illuminating,— and the Magnifying power of
the Telescope, and their proximity to the Me110180.

To avoid the painful position when ஜு
ing Celestial objects when they are. near the
Zenith, I have tried all the 9 different kinds of

Diagonal Eye-tubes, the respective advantages
of whichI shall state at large in the Second Part

of this work; I have only space here to say,
that I think that the best I have was made by

Mr. G. Dollond, and consists of a Plane Speculum placed at an angle of 45 degrees between
the Object Glass and the Eye-glasses, and receives all the Eyepieces, and renders an Achro-

matic Refracting Telescope as convenient a as a
Newtonian Reflector.

The light lost in the Reflexion is scarcely
perceptible when observing fixed stars—the
position is not only pleasanter, but our organ
of sight is more perfect, when we look cam

fortably straight forwards—than it is in the)
break-neck position required in observing ob
Téiescope, the Stars may be perceived to be separate, a
with What Power they are seen best.
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See Sir Wn. Herscuat, First Catalogue of
Double Stars ini the Phil. Trans, for 1782.
As Sir Wn. 172501
has remarked, “ the
Newtonian, as usually constructed, iis

ட்டம்

adapted for observation, for the Observer always stands erect, and looks in an horizontal

direction, though. the Telescope should bei ina
yertical position, and elevated to the very Zenith.”—
.
5
7
The position it was placed in by this ingenious Astronomer is, perhaps,
nient.

“ My Eye-glass is mounted

still more conye-

on that, side of

an octagon tube, which in the horizontal position of the instrument makes an angle of 45°
with the verticat—having found by experience
that this position, resembling the situation of
a reading desk, is preferable to the perpendicular one commonly used in the Newtonian
construction—which has the capital advantage
of rendering observations equally commodious
in all altitudes; and you may therefore place
the

டவர்

in the meridian,

and view the

stars in their most favourable position.’ "See
1084. Trans. for 1786. Vol. Ixxv,, p. 457—8..
T have no hesitation in saying, that in the
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3

uncomifortable (and if long continued, painful)
position required in observing objects near the

Meridian with any other Telescope—no Half
Dozen Observers, even if as experienced, and as

expert and as indefatigable, as the ImMorTAL
‘Herscuet himself, could have performed, what
that incomparable

Observer

achieved

single-

handed with his 7 feet Newtonian.
When we wish to discern those delicate and
minute objects, which are the most interesting

exhibitions our Telescopes display to us, and
with the finest Instruments are only discerni‘ble with the most favourable

circumstances,—

we should be in a position of the greatest ease:
no cramp or painful posture must distort the

Body, or irritate the Mind ;—the whole powers
of which must be concentrated in the Hye.
‘Such is the sympathy between the various.

“organs of the human body, that we may as well

attempt to think accurately on two subjects at
the same time, as to use two Senses at the same
must be used alone, if we
—
moment: each
wish to give it a fair chance of doing its utmost.—-As Shakspeare has observed of Listen__ing with such profound attention, that “ each
other Sense was lost in that of Hearing.”
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The. Magnitude and Colour, of Celestial
Objects, appear surprisingly different, to, dif:
ferent! Eyes:— The same Evening, that with
a power of 180, the planet Jupiter has ap-,,
peared tome to be about an Inch and a half.
in diameter,
—a person, who observed ‘it;the»
next minute, said it looked as big as the
Moon;—another, about Four inches diame-.

ter;—and a third, thought it did not வலக 6
quite solarge as a small Pea.
“ Tt will be necessary here to take வர்ண
that the estimations

made with

one

telescope,’

cannot’ be:applied to those made with another.
Whatever

may be the cause of the apparent’

diameter: of ‘the Stars,

they

are

certainly not

of equal magnitude with the same powers in!
different Telescopes, nor of proportional magnitude with different powers in the same Tele-.\;

scope:?==Sir Wm. 118850,

10 70], 72-௦௦

the Phil. Trans.
9
N.B. The Reader is cautioned, that my
Pancratic Eye-tube, is composed of Three Inner,
and an Outer Tube, and that when all drawn

out, it is 14 inches and 3ths in length ; — when
shut’ ‘up, not, more than. 54.inches; — and. that
when -drawn out, the magnifying power is)

-
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Quadruple,

what

it is

when

the then ‘are

shut’ up.
‘As I have no Interest in the sale of cist Eye:

tube, I have stated my) opinion upon it —it
is made by Mr. Dollond, and sold at £2, 2s.—
for £1. 1s. more than the common Eye-tubes.

On “the old Plan Two Magnifying powers”
cost" £2; 2s): owith the Pancratic mentioned at

page‘ 134, you have Three Hundred for £2. 2s.
None are Genuine but those precisely answering the above’ description, and exactly resemble
the engraving opposite page 130, and have'the
following’ inscription engraven on the Outer
Tube: —
eT he Bawcworre Eye-tube: Inkeatad by
Wo: Kircuiner, M.D.”
This remark is necessary, because, Counter-feits* are made with only ONE Tube — which

have* only half the

variety of powers: the

Pancratic has, and consequently, magnify only
t this Eye-tube perfectly, requires All
¢
4 To. வர
care and excellent workmanship—the Lenses must be All
of exactly the right focus—All without any blemish—and
the Glasses and the Tubes containing them mus: be
very truly centered with pee to each es ‘and to the
Object’ Glass.
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Half as low— or Half as high as they ought —
such are only put to ordinary Telescopes,
for the reason we ‘have stated; that a low
power is put toan ordinary Opera-glass.

But the Reader must not expect that every

ordinary Telescope which is fitted up merely
— will properly: carry
"for TerrestMal purposes,
ry high Magextraordina
purposes,
for Celestial
nifying Powers,— nothing like it; ; — neverthe-

less— such Telescopes may be perfectly efficient Instruments for the purposes for which
they are made, and’ perform: very well for
Land Objects—there are plenty of Good Day
Star? Tele..
Telescopes, — but a
mats
scopes.
To bear an uncommonly powerful Eyeglass, for Celestial purposes, you ‘must have

an uncommonly perfect Object-glass, and’ a8’
the

difficulty

the magnifying’

of forming this,

power

to be

incredses as

used with*it

incréasés——in like manner, the makers must
be rewarded for their trouble,— which is

க

as the Instrument must be adjusted

— which is a much more
Fixed Star,
பவப் and Eye-teazing operation than the
ordinary method observed with Day Tele-

DOUBLE STARS.
scopes,

of the

defining

semen of which,
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Printed Paper is often considered a sufficient
criterion.
If I was an Optician,—I think that I would

almost-as willingly — Waltz blindfold and barefoot among 9 Red hot Ploughshares laid at unequal distances from each other,—as have All my Telescopes tried by that truly. troublesome test
a Fixed Star.
When a Telescope is perfectly adjusted,—
avery trifling accident—will derange it so as to
prevent its properly defining a Star—although
it. may not perceptibly affect the brightness or
distinctness of the vision of it with any other
object—not even with the PJanet Jupiter.
Before You condemn a Telescope because it

does not very nicely define a Star,—try it several
“Evenings with several Eye-pieces,—and let the
Maker of it (trust it with no other Person)
examine whether it be in perfect Adjustment.
Defects in Eye Glasses are seldom suspected—
but, however perfect the original power of the

Object Glass or Speculum may be, it will avail
little, if one of your Eye Glasses is yeiny, &c.,
or not quite clean—or not exactly truly cen-

tred to the Object Glass. — Sir Wm. Herschel’s
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Observation: in p: 31, of the 95th Vol. oe the
Phil. Trans. is perfectly trues" ~
3
“ The best Eye-lens will give the least cue
rious diameter of a Star.”
Not One Instrument in Twenty can be thea
to give'a neat Image of a Star with its whole
Aperture, —and

not Two

of Them:

will: give:

quite so perfectly well defiaed an Image with’
the Whole Aperture —as when it is toa cer=!

tain degree contracted.

191]

1 do not think that any Achromatic of 23!
inches Aperture, and 33 feet focus, can be made!
to give quite so neat an image of'a Star with:
the whole of that Aperture, as a? fine 5 feet of:
33ths Aperture will when it is limited to 23—°

Ihave never seén‘one that approximated: nae |
some degrees of it:
:
The more perfect vision in the 5 fect) Tam.
aware, is partly to be’ attributed to the greater!

original power of its longer Object Glass, and to |
its'larger Eye Glasses —but what I have “as-’

serted is true of Telescopes of equal length’
though the improvements notin so high a ratio. |
Whatever inexperienced Amateur Opticians
may think of this இரதம் பல of
the:
ல்

Oracle,” —’tis’ true.
The Author respectfully assures the Render!
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that these Lucubrations from his Garret —are
the

result

of actual

experiments;

and,

like

those which. were lately published. from ‘his
Kitchen—are faithful statements of facts repeatedly. proved.

Although ‘he has been-very cautious, in
constructing every sentence with words which
would express his nteaning as exactly and as
clearly -as He could,—nevértheless, — his
chief Ambition
may do him

Book,

has been’ to give those who.

the honour

of perusing this little

all the Information

lated, in the most

he

convincing

has

accumu-_.

and most satis-

factory manner ;— and he has never been con-

tented to offer a mere assertion, whenever it
has been in his power to produce collateral
proofs from the writings of experienced authors.
. “Ifithe Aperture of a Telescope be 5 or 6
inches,.there will be required a piece of Metal
7 or 8. inches broad at least, because the figure
will-scarcely be true to the edges.” See Sir

Isaac Newron’s Letter to the Secretary of the

"வளி

Phil. Frans. March 26, 1672. vol. vii. p..4032..,

It may be ‘supposed, that Speculums are
now worked with. more accuracy’ than whin

“the Optician’s Oracle,” Sir I. Newton, wrote
the above; however, 1 have not yet seen a
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of 7 Inches Aperture

which did not define Stars much better when
it was contracted in a certain degree.

:

That excellent Optician, and candid writer, Mr.
Peter Dollond, observes of his Achromaties,
that “though the surfaces of the Concave Lens,

may be so proportioned as to aberrate exactly
equal to the Conver Lens, ‘near the axis, yet as

the refractions of the two lenses are not equal,
the equality of the aberrations cannot be carried
to any great distance from the axis.” See Mr.
Dollond’s Letter to Mr. Short in the Phil,
Trans. for 1765.
I had

an

Achromatic

of 98115 Aperture,

which was a remarkably brilliant Day Telescope, and with which I saw Planets very
well—but could not see Rigel and several other
delicate objects distinctly, until its Object
Glass was limited to 23 inches—with 346;ths—
the small Star accompanying Rigel was enye- |
loped in the false light from the large one —
with 3.8,ths inches— it was not much better—
but with 23 inches, the little Star was very
« Bostis— y Leonis, &c., better than I have ge-

nerally seen them with த
Aperture.

ட்

of 23 inches

al

distinctly, and easily visible—and it exhibited
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Those who have Telescopes which do not
define Stars so well as they wish—may, supposing

the

aperture

to

be

2;4ths,

make

a

pasteboard cover for the Object end, with an
aperture of 2f;ths —and if that be too large,
contract it to 2,°ths, and.so on by 10ths till |

the Image of a Star is neatly defined.
~ The best Advice [ can give to Buyers of Telescopes, is, that— if they are, particular about
the Quality of the Instrument, the less curious
they are about the Price, the more likely they

are to be pleased with the performance of it—
if they deal with an Optician of established
character, and leave it to his Judgment and
Integrity to choose for them
— not restraining
him in Price —my own expeyience assures
them, they have then, the best chance of obtaining what they desire.
'

*’For instance, a common portable Two feet
Achrothatic Telescope which is made merely
for Day purposes and magnifies about 30 times,
is sold

for £4.

4s.; —if

this

is required

to

carry a power of 100,2.¢. three times the power
it was made to bear; and to define Double

‘Stars, &c.—it

must have a picked Objact-

glass,— of a degree of perfection, which

is
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only attainable by a casual concurrence of the
_various circumstances which combine to form
these Compound Object-glasses.
The Planet Jupiter was till within the last 30
years considered the grand test of Telescopes

for Celestial purposes, — and when it is near to
the Meridian it is a pretty severe one—but many
Glasses will define:a Printed Paper, and shew
the Planets very-well, which will not so well:de-

fine Double Stars, because they were not‘adjusted ‘at a Star.— Double Stars were not
thought of till the attention of Astronomers

was called to them by Sir William Herschel
publishing his Catalogues in the Phil. Trans.
for 1782 and 1785—since that time, the Art of

making Telesc»pés has been gradually improving, and both the Optical and Mechanical
- parts of them are now made much more perfect

than they were Twenty years ago.

3

For exquisite perfection, —we are, inall mechanical matters, almost as much indebted to
accident,

as to Art:—for instance,

a Watch-

maker makes a Dozen Chronometers, and bestows
an equal degree of attention to the finishing of
eatsh of them; so much so, that he has reason

to hope they will all perform equally well : how-
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. ever, when, put|to the trial, *he commonly
finds, that of the Dozen,— pethaps Four; in
spite of all his care and pains, will turn out
but indifferent Watches,—Siz of them good,—

_and the remaining Two, fine, and fit to
03

(077066 010 110௦, ௨0 regulate the Sun.”

,-But why Two of his Watches perform with such
superior accuracy beyond the others he cannot
-limagine.

‘ov Invevery department of Art it is the same,
=the Acme of Perfection is always accidental; —
yand the most experienced and pains-taking
workman cannot attain it with undeviating
certainty by any Rules — this Observation
applies to a Telescope évew more than it
does to a Watch—for the Optician has not
,only to-contend with the difficulty of workman-

ship — but with the greater uncertainty of the
quality of the Material he employs;

and if not

-One in Half a Dozen Chronometers will measure Time truly—not one in a Dozen Telescopes ‘which perform perfectly well for all
Stars
‘other purposes, will define Double

“sharply —and accordingly, those which will,
bear a proportionately High Price.
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when I have heard people insist, that such Instruments are useless Machines,
— which are
made merely to be sold.
Others, from not
knowing how to adjust them, I have heard
complain that their Eyes are always so much

strained by looking through them — that they
are afraid to use one.
To look through a Good Opera-glass, when
it is properly adjusted, —I have not found to

be more fatiguing to my own Eye,— than to
look with as earnest attention —
Object,
— for

the

same

length

at the same
of

time,

with

my naked Eye. These mistakes of Ignorance
and Impatience, would not happen so often,
if the Instruments

were

properly constructed,

and if, in the Gase of every Opera Glass, thete
were pasted Plain Directions
to Distinct Vision.

for adjusting it
ழ்

The irritable state of the Eyes, which some
Persons complain of, after having passed the
evening at a Theatre, is not a mere local affection,
— but
general

is to

be attributed

exhaustion

of their

chiefly, to that

nervous

Energy,

which many suffer when they do not retire to

reMt at their accustomed hour. — See pages 64,
65, and 66 of this Volume.
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To give some idea of the Focus, Opticians
sometimes draw a line round the Tube,* where
it is most ‘distinct fora Common Eye at the

distance commonly required in our Large
Theatres, which, to see the Sceneryin’ perfection, is seldom less than about 50 or 60 feet.

When

You use an Opera Glass,—hold the

Quter tube in on@hand,

and the Inner with

the other hand — and while looking through
the Glass at the Object you wish tt to shew
you, ADJUST IT patiently and precisely :—
thus,— press the Eye tube towards the Object
Glass, Vision will gradually increase in distinctness as the Eye glass approaches its proper distance from the Object glass, and when
there, the Object will be seen’ perfectly and
sharply defined—if the Eye tube be put in
— the object will
beyond the proper distance,
again become indistinct, and in that case, the
Eye tube must be withdrawn again:—a she
* As the Reader may have observed, that the Spying
Glasses which are in use at Watering Places—and at
Sea— have a mark on their tube which is called the place.
to set it to— very few persons have any idea that every jariation in the distance of the Object, or the Age of the person, requires a variation of the adjustment of the Glass.
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will enable a person easily to

obtain the precise point at which the most per-

fect distinctness can be obtained. —This is a
much better way of adjusting an Opera Glass —
than to pat it up to the Eye, and then pull

out the Inner tube — by which act, if the tube
does not slide regularly, or is shorter than you
expect, it may suddenly siip out, and strike
To prevent this—in the best
your Eye.
finished Opera Glasses the end of the inner

tube is attached to the outer tube bya spring’
which screws in.
The

greater the Magnifying

Opera Glass,

power

of an

the greater nicety is required in

adjusting it.
Tf You wish Vo see any thing 10 or 20 feet further off, or as much nearer, — for each variation
of distance, a corresponding variation of ApJUSTMENT is required; 7. e. of the distance of

the Ocular Glass from the Object

Glass—

which must be diminished, in the proportion
that the distance of the Object is increased.
This caution is quite necessary —I have
met with many persons who have con
démned an Opera Glass — because they

could only see some

objects distinctly with

OPERA
it,

and

for

others

GLASSES.
they

found
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merely, because they had not been told,
that —every variation of the Distance of the
Object, requires a corresponding variation in the

ApsustmenT.

More

Opera

Glasses have

been condemned for the want of this knowledge than from any other cause —and more
Hye and Object Glasses have been spoiled.
Those

who

are

not

aware

of

it —suppose,

that when they turn their Opera Glass to an
Object to which it is not adjusted —its
Glasses want
till in a little
unfit to look
To See an

wiping, and they keep rubbing,
time they render them about as
through as Ground Glass.
Object distinctly at any given

distance, The longer and older the Sight of the
Person,

the

longer

the

tube must

be

drawn

out — Thus
—if a person of 20 years of Age,
who has a common Bye, has adjusted an Opera
Glass with a power of 4, for distinct vision at
the distance of 60 feet— and wishes to set it
so that a person of 40 or 50 years of Age,
who uses Convex Spectacles of 36 or 30 Inches

focus, may see as distinctly with it an object
‘at the distance of 60 feet—he must pu out
the tube about the eighth of an Inch further,
—
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or less, 4s the Eye

and the Magnifying

is longer or older,

power, and the distance

of the Object, are more or less,
— or they
must look through the Opera Glass with their

Spectacles on.
Near-sighted People, when they wear their
Spectacles, See at the same focus as persons
who have a common eye—without their Spec-

_tacles the tube must

be pushed in nearer to

the Object Glass.
If an Opera Glass has been kept in a Cold
place, it very commonly happens that soon after
a person has taken it from its case, a Mist will
spread itself over the Glasses, so as to prevent
his distinguishing any Object.— This, arises
_ from the cold aiz within the Tubes, becoming
condensed on the Glasses, either by the heat
of the hand or of the house, —if the Inner
tube is drawn out from the Outer tube, the

Mist will presently go off, and the Glasses
become quite clear
— without any wiping.
The best way of holding an Opera Glass.
If you put it up to your Right Eye, hold it
with your Left Hand —in

such a manner,

that

the Ikeft Arm forms a blind before the Left Eye.
Some Fidgetty folks, when not looking

.

OPERA
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through their Opera Glass, keep’ever and anon,

pawing,

and wiping

the Eye

or the Object

Glass ;—neither of these should be touched,—
except when it is absolutely necessary to
clean

them,

and then,

only with

a bit of soft

Leather, fine Linen, or the finest Silver Paper.

The Sliding Tube soon becomes dirtied by ©
the dampness of the hands;—to

avoid this,

do not touch the Sliding Tube,but take hold only —
of the Neck of the Eye-head, and adjust by
that.
The Sliding tube must be wiped occasionally, and at the same time wipe round the
cloth lining of the larger tube—so that it

may slide smoothly —if it will move only by
fits and starts, you will mat be able to adjust
it accurately.
i
ற.

I have heard persons (unacquainted with the
Laws of Optics,) complain, that an Opera Glass
magnifying 4 times, has not so large a Field of

View as a Glass which

magnifies only. 2—

this cannot be remedied ; — their only alternative, is to have a small Field distinct, or a large

Field of little or no use—with a power of 4
they have in quality, what with 2 they have in
— the objects which they do ‘see,
quantity,
more than twice as distinctly.
much
they see
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In 1801 there sprang up “ the Grand Dandy
Opera Glass,” with a Great Bye glass, as big, as
its Object glass! it
—
was imagined,
— by the
Amateur Optician who introduced it, —that by
increasing the diameter of the Kye-glass, the
field of view was proportionately increased,—

‘and that the Stops* which had heretofore been
placed as Sentinels to prevent the intrusion of

false light, — were: impertinent impediments.
The fact is, — these great Grand Dandy Bye* These are often opened too Large, especially in Opera
Glasses made with a Single Object Glass.— As the Eyeglass should be a little Larger—so the Stop should bea
little (very little) not more than 4,th of an Inchless, than
the cone of Rays coming from the Object-glass.
The effect of the.Stopy varies according to its distance
from the Object-glass.
The Diameter of the Aperture of the Stop, must be proportioned to the Degree of the Magnifying Power— the
former must be contracted, in proportion that the latter
is increased — jf it is too large the’ Vision will be confused
and indistinct by the intrusion of False Light, if itis too
small part of the pencil of rays will be cut off.
The subject of Srops is excellently illuminated in a
Paper on “Indistinctness of Vision,” caused by the presence

of False Light in Optical Instruments;

and

on its

Remedies, by ‘C. R. Gorrne, M.D., in the Journal of
Science, No. xxiii, for April 1824.
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glasses, actually magnified very little,and on that
account had a very large Field—hold a Card
with an aperture of half an inch in diameter,

before the large Eye-glass — you will find the
field of View as large, and the Vision as bright
through that, as through the Eye-glass of an
inch and a half in diameter:—or, apply a
- Concave of an ineh and a half in diameter,

which makes them magnify% times, and you
will find that the field of view is not a hair’sbreadth wider through that than it is through
an Eye-glass of only half an Inch in diameter.

Vision through the Smaller, is more distinct
than through the Larger Eye-glass: — the
Eye is apt to wander about before large Eyeclasses, and the margin of “the field of view is

—
curved, — Vision is perfectly distinct, only,
, when you look precisely through the centre of the
"தி
Hye-glass.
I shall relate some further Observations, PRO
AND con Concave* Bye-glasses — when I treat
on the comparative Illuminating Powers of

Cassneranian, Gregorian, NewTonian,

Herschel’s
* See several Remarks on Concaves in Sir W.
Saturn. — Phil.
paper on the Quintuple Belt of the planet

Trans. for 1794, vol. Ixxxiv. ற. 28; and in yol.-cy. p. 296.
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and Acuromatic Texescopes

in the Second

Part of this Work.
The field of view in Telescopes constructed

with Convex Eye-glasses,
—is regulated, by the
Stop which is placed in the focus of the Ist
Eye-glass, or that next to the Eye; —the
diameter of the Stop is regulated by the dia-

meter of the 2d
which,

Eye-glass, the diameter of

varies according

power used.’

to

the

Magnifying

If the Stop be opened larger

than the 2d E. G. it will produce a strong
Orange Colour around a very indistinct margin — with the same Magnifying power, the field
of view is the same, whether the Aperture of
the Telescope be One Inch, or Three. This is

easily proved, Sy contracting the Aperture of
a Three Inch Telescope to One Inch, when the

field of view will remain the same ;— you will
find that the only difference in its appearance,
is the diminution of the brightness of it.
But with Perspectives or Galilean Telescopes,
or OpERA Guassus which have a Concave Eye-

glass— The Field of View, when they do not
magnify morethan Twice, depends in a great measuré‘on the Diameter of the Object Glass.

If an Object Glass of an Inch and a half in
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diameter, is made to magnify only twice, it will
have a much larger field than an Object Glass
of an Inch in diameter,
But when a Magnify:ng power of 4 times is

applied, — an Object Glass of an Inch aperture,
will have very nearly as large a field a8 one of
an Inch and a half—but through the larger _
aperture, Objects will appear twice as bright,
as they do through the smaller, the Illuminating
power

of the

larger,

to the

smaller

aperture,

being as 22 to 10.—These facts any body may

prove, by looking through an aperture of an
| Inch and a half, and then contracting it to an
Inch.
Some of our most valuable discoveries have
been purely accidental, — 4s little the result
of scientific investigation as the Telescope,

which was found out by Children playing with
the lenses in a Spectacle-maker’s workshop :—
these Great Grand Dandy

Eye-glasses, as big

as Object Glasses, led me to consider
— what
Diameter of Eye-glass and Object Glass is actually useful.
Theoretical Opticians, — have said, — that if

the Eye-glass, be as large as the Pupil of the
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will perform as well, as if it was
:

as big as the Dome of St. Paul’s.

The Opening of the Pupil of the Bye is in
inverse proportion to the Brightness of the
Objects presented to it—as the latter 40
crease

in Brightness, the

former

in Diameter,

therefore—the

fying

the less

power,

less

the Pupil

diminishes
the

magni

of the Hye—

which is always’ in an inverse proportion to
the bigness and brightness of the pencil of
Rays from a Telescope.

The ordinary opening of the Pupil when
the Hye is turned to the Light, has been computed to very little exceed3th of an Inch m
Diameter; See Figure 3 in the Engraving,
fronting the Title, and No. 10 of the Ap-

PENDIX.
Under the idea, that the opening of the Pri
when before an Opera Glass, is of the like
dimension,

it

has

been

assumed,

that—no

matter what be the Magnifying power, or what

the Diameter of the Object Glass of an Opera
Glass, an Hye-class
[Peet

quisite.

would

be

of -2,ths of an Inch
even

larger

than

m

is Te
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My’ Hye, had for some time suspected the
Truth of this Theory: — wishing to avail myself
of the amusement of a change of Magnifying
power, and to have an opportunity of illus-

trating its effects to others, I had a Revolving
Eye head made like the double Head of the
French Opera Glasses, invented by Mr. CaucHOIx,* with two,Glasses—one magnifying
* T have had Three very good Achromatic Opera Glasses
made for me by this Optician, of an Inch and a half, —
and One of Two Inches aperture; but the latter size is
heavy, and inconyeniently, and I think, uselessly large,—
its Double Object Glass weighs 5 ounces, and the Instrument altogether 9° ounces, and cost £5 in Paris.—See an
account of Mr.Caucuorx’s Opera Glasses, in page 374 of
the Edinburgh Review, for October, 1819.
க்
Mem. Ido not quote this, because“ am of the same
opinion as the erudite Editor of the paper referred to—
ay own opinion of Opera Glasses, i is impartially stated,
"at the termination of this note.
Lemrare, No.6, Palais Royal, has introduced an
Opera Glass with a Screw adjustment, similar to what our
One foot Achromatic Telescopes in a Brass Tube on a
Stand have — but the adjustment is so fine, that it is more

difficult to find the exact focus with it—than it is by

moving the Tube, provided that be kept clean and slides
smoothly:

his charge for an Opera Glass with this adjast-

ment and an Achromatic Object Glass of an Inch and
a half in diameter, magnifying 23, is £2. 4s.
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3, the other 41; the Eye-glasses were 3,ths of

an Inch in diameter—and I was
டா
to
find, that on trying dn Eye-glass of half an
Inch in diameter, Vision was considerably
brighter and easier to my Hye.
The Magnifying Power of an Opera Glass

may be varied several different ways:
Ist, By having a Concave fixed in the Eye

head which magnifies 2}, for viewing Pictures,
&c. — and another to screw on over that, which
will increase the power to 4, for Theatrical pur

poses;
ச்

The machinery for adjusting the focus, may be as much
too fine—as too coarse —The fine Screw adjustment,
which still seems tlie best that can be applied to Gregorian
Reflectors, was afplied to the original 46 Inch Achromatics
— but when even a power of 150 is applied
to
them —it is not quick enough, and the focal’ point is
not half so easily and exactly Kit, as with the more’
modern inyention of the Tooth and Pinion adjustment |
on the side of the Tube.
:
Ido not mean to insinuate, that I think the productions |
of our English Opticians are not equal to those of the
Parisian Artists —I have

had

several

Dozens of Opera

Glasses, made by Mr. Prercr and Mr. Dottonn, which
aregas elegantly formed and finished —and the, Optical
parts, are as perfect as Art can produce:
— For 4
Description thereof, see pp. 168, 169, 172, 4௦

|
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2Qdly, By having a Concave’ fixed in the
Eyehead which magnifies 4—and a Convex
to screw on over that, which will reduce the
power

to 23.

I like this

last plan

best,

be-

cause most light is required for theatrical purposes. The additional’ Glass may be attached
to the Eyehead by a hinge on the side; and
when only one of 4hem is wanted, the other
may be turned up. The opening of the Stop

in the Eyehead must. be regulated to suit the
deepest power: — or when that is used, a
smaller Stop must be brought before the larger
one, in the manner in which

the Sun Glass is

brought, before the Eye Glasses in the 4 Eye
Glass Perspectives.
I am induced to offer it as®an invariable
maxim,—that although there may be no use in

the Diameter of the Eye-glass being much larger,
"yet, it should be somewhat larger than the Pencil
of Rays transmitted by the Object-glass — which,
when an Object-glass of 14 Inch Diameter
magnifies 3 times, will, if not cut off by the
Stop,* be }an Inch. (See nert page.)
* Toascertain whether any of the Object-glass is. gcut
off by the Stop in the Eye-tube —adjust the Opera Glass
to distinct Vision — then, take out the Eye-glass, put your
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As I have before observed, it has been
assumed that the opening of the pupil of the

Eye, when before an Opera Glass, is about
i;th of an inch in diameter ; — T believe it does
, the Image is brighter
— that
not exceed -{;ths
with a pencil of three: tenths and three quarters than it is with one of three tenths, my

— but why
Hye assures me is evidently true
the larger pencil of rays “makes a stronger

impression on the Eye, I will not pretend
offer any reason *—I know, it is contrary
the accepted Theory — however,

to
to

it is True.

“ There are more things in Heaven and Earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in your Philosophy.”
SHAKESPEARE.

The Diameter of the Hye-glass, for any Opera
Glass, and any Magnifying power— should be
rather

more

fhan what

is given,

by reducing ,

the diameter of the Object-glass into Tenths of
Inches, and dividing that, by the Magnifying

power —
Finger on the edge of the outside of the Object-glass, and
look down the tube —if you can see your Finger just peep
ing over the edge of the Object-glass — none fs cut off.
* See Sir Wm. Herschel’s observations on Night Glasses;
in page 68 or 69 of Vol. 90. of the Phil. Trans.
f
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Thus: for an Object-glass of1 Inch
and a
half, —or fifteen 10ths in Diameter,—if
a Magnifying power of 4 times be desired, divide
15,—
the number of Tenths the Object-glass
is in
diameter — by 4, the Magnifying power :—
4)15(%,ths and 3ths, the diameter of the
12
Pencil of Rays.
3
௫.

I would have the Eye-olass somewhat larger
than the Pencil of Rays, 7. e. for an Object
Glass of 12 inch in diameter, and magnifying

4 times, I think that my Eye sees easiest,
when the opening of the Aperture in the Eyehead is about ths of an Inch in diameter.

The Eychead should be of Black Ivory, not
less than an inch and 3ths inediameter, and
made

concave
— something

in the form of an

Eye-bath—
or a shade on the side similar to
“those prefixed to the Tubes used for viewing

Picturés — so that it may form a Screen around
the Eye, and prevent the intrusion of any rays

upon the retina, except those coming directly
from the Opera Glass—this, will not only
improve the Vision very much, but also render

it much easier to the Eye.
this Vol.)

N

(See page 86f

.
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This Caution is quite needful, friendly
Reader— for I think I have been as much
puzzled to produce arguments to persuade my
friends that Opera Glasses are not always to
be chosen for their Tubes, as I have had to
assure them that—a Piano-Forte will not
always make good its claims, to favour from
the Har
— exactly in the proportion that its
external appearance happens to please the
Eye.
ள்
மீட Ten are made of the plain mountings,
to One of the other, it is, in like proportion,
easy to pick out a fine one.
The majority of the Opera Glasses which
are sold

so little,

at Trinket

and

are

and

of so

Toy-shops,

many people who have good
truth, that they can see as
naked Eye —I have met with
said 50 to me
— but, when
them @ good Opera Glass,

magnify

47/18 use — that
Eyes, say with
well with their
many who have
I have shewed

magnifying

4 times,

precisely tuned to the peculiar pitch of their
Visual Organ —they have All, acknowledged,
with astonishment and delight, the surprising
aid that their Sight received from the Eye-in-
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of Optics,

ந

which

enabled

See Persons in the most distant parts

of the Theatre, almost as distinctly, as those who
were within 15 feet.
After a deliberate, and fair trial of the
Magnifying powers of 3—4—5 —6, &e., my
Verdict is, —that for use in the Theatre, for
Common Eyes, a Magnifying power of about
4 times, is decidedly, the most generally useful
and agreeable, —and what is of great importance, as the Eye is sometimes before it for
a long time, it is — much easier to the Eye than

a Higher Power.
Persons who are extremely Short-sighted,—
(See the Note at the foot of page 103), may
find a Concave which produces a power of
5 to a common Eye, not too much for them.,
It is desirable,

that

the Magnifying

Power

be as Low as cun be, that the Field of View may
be as Large as can be; because the latter depends partly on the former
— moreover, the
vapour from the breath of a large Assembly,
and the Smoke from the numerous Lamps,
&e. prevent our using much Magnifying

power.

|
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When I suggested my opinion of what ought
to be the Magnifying power of an Opera Glass

to an Optician—TI was told, “It has been
tried
— but the less they magnify, the more
people like them; and indeed, those seem to
me to be most approved, which magnify so

little thatthey scarcely require any Adjustment.”

உ

Exquisite
focus!—and

Opera

Glasses,

that

have

ne

are equally distinct, whether all

the Eye-tube is pulled out, or all put in!!—
or you put up the Large, or the Small end to

your Eye!!!—My Optical friend added, witha
smile, “ You may laugh, Sir, — but every body
has not time to listen to a Long Story about—
Focus, —ApsusTMENT, &c. &c. &c.— Gentlefolks don’t like a troublesome thing,—

‘hat

requires

some , particular
through its

Orzra

Half a
form,

Guassrs

Minuté to set it in
before

have been

favourite hobbies for the

they

one

can

see

of my

last Thirty Years—

and to gain the information contained in these
pages, I have carried my experiments to the
sreatest extent possible, for I Shine I fave
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All- Apertures

and

All

Focal

had one Object-glass made by

Mr. Pierce, of 4 Inches in Diameter
— and

from that Brobdignagian, he made for me all
the intermediate sizes, down to the Lilliputian,
which I have called my “ Invisible Opera Glass,”
whose Object-glass is only =$ths of an inch in
Diameter, and of which an account is given im
“page 103.
°

My favourite Single Object-glass Opera Glass,
which is very portable, and very light, for
it only weighs two Ounces,— has a Plano
Convex Object-glass, of one inch and -2,ths in
Diameter, and usually magnifies 24, but with
a deeper Eyeglass of 1-4;ths for Common Eyes,
or L,ths fox, the’ extremely short-sighted,
Mr. Dollond informed me, may be made to
magnify abou4 times, and is in his Cataloguel
called
Nourse

the

Middle

Skin

tube,

Size

Opera

and

Glass,

mounted

with

with a
dyet

Ivory —its price £1: 1.

The most effective Achromatic Opera-glass for
general

use, which

I have

seen,

is Mr.

Dol-

lond’s Bell Opera of an Inch and a Half aperture, with a Power

of 4—it is -conyeniently

ச்

- 0%%%& 048816.
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LYNE, who was short-sighted, had a Binocular
Opera Glass, i. e. two Opera Glasses, magnifying

about

twice,

fixed in the opening

of a

Spectacle frame, which he placed before his
Eyes, like as you put on Spectacles. I remember seeing a pair of such Spectacles in
the Observatories, of Mr. Larkins,

heath Point;

of Mr. Ausert,

on Black-

at Highbury;

and of Mr. Hopcson—at Hoddesdon.
For those purposes which do not require a
Magnifying power exceeding 24—a Single Object
Glass of 54 inches focus, and of 1.2,ths in
diameter, is, very nearly, quite as good as an

Achromatic, and costs only half as much.
The

Colorific,

and

Spherical

Aberrations, |

which cause that fringe of colour, and indistinctness around the margin of the field of
view of Single Object-glasses*— which arise

in an extreme degree, when the Aperture of
a Single Object-glass, is too large, for its
focal length
— or the Eye-glass is too short

and magnifies

too much —and

are

some-

times so glaring when such a Glass is pointed

at a highly illuminated
time —are

object in the pay

often hardly, if at all, perceptible
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in a Theatre,“unless it be directed to the
Lights.
But half the errors of aberration arising from the over large apertures of ‘Single
Object Glasses are rendered imperceptible in
most

Opera

Glasses — either by a small

Stop

cutting off half of the cone of rays, or the Eye
Glass, or aperture in the Eyehead,. not being
half large enough to receive;them
— and while’
the observer imagines that his Object is illu' minated by an aperture of 12 inches, perhaps

he has, in fact, not the use of an aperture
of 1.
:
Concave Eye-glasses may be had for 1s. 6d,
each —and it will afford some amusement to
have three or four — Magnifying 2 and 3 times,

. for viewing Pictures —4 for the Theatre—and
5 or 6 as a Perspective Glass, for use at a Review, or on a Race-course, &c.
For 15s. every”
degree of Concave may be purchased
— that
is from Two inches to One inch focus — pro-

ceeding by tenths of inches: thus—any one’
who-is‘anxious to give his Eye all the assistance that Art can afford it, may readily do so
to the utmost nicety.

The following Rules will serve for ascertain-
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ing the comparative degrees of the Magnifying
Power of several Bye Glasses, although, gentle
Reader, you may think that the lst —is one of
the completest Paradoxes you ever met with.

Ast. “ The more a Glass Magnifies, the more it
Diminishes ;? —i. e. if you have two Concaves,

or Convewes, and wish to know
most— hold one in, each hand,
from your Hye, and about five
dow frame— the Lens through

which magnifies
about one foot
feet from a winwhich the panes

of Glass appear lea
— st,
magnifies most: — this
is the readiest way of ascertaining the comparative power of various Lenses.
2nd. The further the Eye-glass requires to
be removed from the Object-glass, and the more
the Inner tube must be drawn oyt — the more

the Hye-glass magnifies.

Ifan Opera Glass

magnifies 3, and the Hye-glass is ehanged fora
‘concave which is-a little deeper to make it magnify 4 times, to obtain distinet vision the tube
will require to be drawn out further.

The Double Object-glass before-mentioned
is an Inch and a Half in Diameter; its length,
when in use, when it magnifies 4 times, is
about 4 Inches; and with its tubes weighs
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3 and 2 Ountes;—a larger Glass is cumbersome to carry,—an unsightly machine to
use;—and

the

additional

Illuminating

and

Magnifying power gained by a larger aperture
and longer focus—are
little, indeed

in a Theatre,

of very

I think of no use.

’ There is no need of a Magnifying power of |
more than 4 times —nor of a pencil of rays of
more than three tenths and three quarters in
‘diameter, which is given by an Object-glass of
an inch and a half in diameter.
That the Field of View is considerably larger
through an Object-glass of Two inches in diameter, if the Magnifying power be as much as |
#4 times, is a Vulgar Error.
The increase of tite field of view in the larger
Object-glasses is comparatively very trifling,
and much mere than counterbalanced by theit

unwieldy weight and length.— Moreover, the
difficulty of making Object-glasses, as their
diameter is increased, increases in so high@ |
ratio, that those of Two inches, very rarely de
fine Objects so perfectly and sharply, as thote
of an Inch and a Half in diameter.
“In every department of Art, the acmé ol
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perfection is always ன்ன accidental, dea is
not to be attained with undeviating certainty
by any Rules; and as there are 100 of 14 made ்
for 1 of 2 inches aperture—
it is in the like
proportion, more easy to select a Fine One.

Imperfections in the Object-glasses of Opera

Glasses, like those of Telescopes, are magnified

and become evidenj, as the Magnifying power

of the Eye-glass is increased.
Defects in an Object-glass which, when it mag- |
| hifies only Twice, are almost imperceptible —
when

it Magnifies Four or Five times, become

too glaring to pass muster before a good Eye—

| the Vision, (especially the margin of the field
of view,) becoming less Sharp, and the edges”
of the Objects being fringed with Colour.

Opticians charge £2. 12s. 6d. for the Best
Achromatic Opera, in a plain mounting, with
‘an Object-glass of 14 inch in diameter and

‘which ’magnifies 4 times — £2. 2s. for
the
Common

Achromatics,

which magnify

24—

| and £1. 1s. for those of like power with Single
| Object-glasses.
I must here caution my Reader, that the
real, or the relative powers, of various Opera
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Glasses, can only be accurately appreciated
by
actual trial in the Theatre, im which they are
to be used—especially, comparisons of Achro-

matic and Single Object-glasses; and unless
particular care be taken that they are glassed
with precisely the same kind

of Glass
— with

Concaves which give precisely the same Magnifying power — and the Glasses are directed to

the same Object, at, as nearly as can be, the
same time; and the Ocular Glasses and Objectglasses

are

all perfectly

clean — Comparison

will be in vain.
The difference of even 31 and 4 in the depiée
of Magnifying, will, with some objects, give
quite a different char: ‘acter to an Opera Glass,—
even if the Object-glasses and Hye-glasses are
equally good.
An inexperienced person, will say that the
Opera Glass which magnifies 4 times, defines.
some objects more distinctly than that’ which

magnifies only 34 —but that there is a greater
degree of brightness about the latter, and that
the vision in it appears clearer : — This, is thus
to Ee

accounted for, — the lower the Power, the

clearer and brighter open
4

appear—and

up
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advantage of*the Achromatic — that if you
compare a Single, and a Double Object-glass.
of 14 inches in Diameter and 4} inches focus,
and put to them Eye-glasses which make them

magnify 4 times, you will find that Vision, (ex:
cepting just in the centre of the field of view
in the Single Object-glass), is more distinct,

and objects are more sharply defined through
the Double, than, they are with the Single
Object-glass. If you contract the aperture of
the Single Object-glass to 13,, you will find
the Errors of Aberration considerably dimt
nished —and more so if you limit it to 1.4;ths,
and if the focal length of your Single. Object
Glass is increased from 43 to 6 Inches, its
vision will bg still more improved.
If its
aperture be 1.2,th, the opening of the Stop

must be limited to a little less than ;%,ths of an
inch in diameter.
Tenths the Object-glass
is in Diameter.

Mag. Power
4 ) 12 ( 3,ths, Diameter
'
12
Pencil.

:
8

of the

“Phe Chromatic and the Spherical aberrations
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which produce prismatic colours, and distort
the Visionin the Margin of the field of view,—
exceedingly distress the Eye, and which are

the main Hvil of Single Object-glasses which
have a larger aperture in proportion to their
focal length than an aperture of 12,ths
inches, to 5s—and which magnify more than
3 times,

are in a great measure

corrected

in

Double Object-glasses, with*which the Image

of Objects appears more Distinct, in proportion as the order in which the Rays: proceed

is better preserved.
The Grand superiority of the Double or as it
is commonly called Achromatic Object-glass,
consists in the field of view being almost quite
as distinct at the margin, as it isin the centre,
and thus, Vision is made easy to the Eye, with

a considerable Magnifying power_

The

Eye, is sadly puzzled, how, to adjust

itself with a Single: Object-glass, when it magnifies more than 3 times— (especially

if its

focus is less than 51 inches and its diameter
more than 11), which

then becomes indistinct, .

except just in the yery centre of the Field.
‘I think that in the very Centre of the field
கை

௦
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of a Single Object
vivid, if not

more

Glass, the vision is quite as.
so, than

it is ina

double

Object Glass— but as only just the very
middle of the field is distinct —looking through
it, Soon becomes much more fatiguing to’ the

Eye than with a Double Object Glass.
ப
Those who wish to prove this, may get
a Single Plano-Convex Object-glass for’ five
shillings, of exactly the same diameter and
focus as the Achromatic one I have recom-

mended in page 174,— and judge for themselves. If Vision is distinct, when the Single
Object-glass is at the same distance from the

the same Eye-glass, as when the Double one
is' used, the Magnifying power will be: ‘the
same —if tlfé Eye and Object-glass musti be
brought

nearer

together — the

Magnifying

power is less, and the Single Object-glass
is
of too

short

a focus —¢o

have a fair மாட

parison,—the focal length of each ரணை
must be exactly the same.

Fora Single Object-glass, to be at the same
distance from the Eye-glass as a Double ‘One
ef the same

focus,

brought, apparently,

the

Eye-glass must: be

full ஆர்டி of an Inch
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nearer to the Single Object-glass—to make
up for the Double Object-glass projecting. so
‘much further up the Tube than the Single One *

:

pints

‘does.

I formerly thought, that for use in a Theatre,

the Single Object-glass was best.
5
‘oc Until Mr. Pierce, about Five Years ago,
*just before he retived from business, made me

‘an Achromatic Opera-glass, which magnified
4 times, I had not seen a Double «Object
Glass, nor do I think one had been made,
which magnified more than 23, which is the
-power usually put to those commonly sold.—

My own excellent Single Object-glass, which
Mr. P. made for me, magnified rather more
than’ 31—it is no wonder thea, that I pre»ferred it to the ineffective Double ones which

“only magnified 2}.
The

reasons

why

.
Opera-glasses ‘were

for-

imerly not made to magnify more than 23—
were, that the small size of the Theatres at the
time these instruments were originally invented,
“did not require more magnifying power, —and
“that with such a low power, the imperftctiens

in vision arising from the Spherical and Colo-
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tific aberration of the Single

Object-glasses of

the very large* Apertures, with which it has
' been the fashion to make

them

latterly, were

comparatively trifling—indeed, an Opera-glass
seems hitherto, to have been considered as

a Pretty Thing to Look at,—ora Play Thing

to Look through— rather, than— An UsEFUL
AND ENTERTAINING INSPRUMENT TO SEE!
witH,— its Proper Powers ‘have never before

been explained
— with such Low powers, they
were easy to Opticians to make, and to their
Customers to use.
I feel no awkwardness in publishing’ sis!
recantation of my former Opinion respecting
Single Object Glasses — but willingly embrace

this welcome® opportunity of acl ow
my Error — to

want the Candour

tea

to do so,—

would be to want the Courage to confess that,
T am wiser To-day, than I was Yesterday,
remembering the excellent Advice given by

Pope in the 368th and following lines of’ ம
Essay on Criticism.
Daye

& The origin of these Great Single Object Glasses of
so ண
a focus, was an attempt at an imitation of the.
external appearance of the Achromatic Opera Glass,
—
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“ Positive, persisting Fops we know,
Who, if once wrong, will needs be always so;
But You, with pleasure own your Errors past,
And make each day, a Critique on the last.”

To measure the Magnifying Powers of Opera

Glasses:
Look at one object at the same time with

both Eyes, — one eye viewing the object
through the Glass —-and~ the other without it.
at
You will find some difficulty at first in keeping both Eyes open in this unusual way, while
looking through the Glass; but after a few
trials you will be surprised at the great aceu-

racy and ease with which the Powers can be

ascertained.

oh

on

The Object to be viewed, must not be more
distant than what the naked eye an distinctly
‘define; and not less distant than 60 or 80 feet.

For this purpose, the best Object to be viewed,is

perhaps the front ofa building of regular stone
work, with indented horizontal joints: or when
such an object does not readily occur, a build-

ing of good regular brickwork will in general
be found to answer tolerably well: other objects,
as the squares of glass in a long window, which

OPERA
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are usually of the same
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size, will be found conve-

nient for the small powers that are usually ap-

plied to Opera-glasses.

It will be obvious, from what has been said,

that the object’ to be viewed must consist of
a number of equal divisions in the height.
These divisions must be regarded by one'eye

through the Opera-glass at, the side and close
against the object as seen by the other eye;

- and the number of divisions ‘seen by the naked
eye in the height of one division as seen
through the Glass, is of course the Magnifying
Power.

The foregoing process gives the Magnifying

power in whole numbers. It is, however, desirable sometimes to ascertain the power of an
Opera-glass to the fraction of one quarter: this

may be done by marking every fourth course of

brick-work with a chalk line; and the number

of these chalked divisions and the additional
joints of brick-work seen with the naked eye,
in the space of one chalked division as seen
through the Telescope, gives the Magnifying
pewer

in whole numbers and quarters.

©

its

The Magnifying Power of any Object Glass

of an Opera Glass, is in proportion to ifs dis-

OPERA GLASSES.
tance

from

the Eye Glass—as*I

199
have

before

observed. Therefore —a_ person who is 9
Short-Sighted as to use a Concave No. 4, does
not: derive that degree of advantage from, an
‘Opera Glass, that a Common Eye does—the
same Opera Glass which only magnifies 34 for
him,—will magnify 4 for a Common Eye, and
for a Long Sighted, Eye of 60 Years old, which
requires convex Spectacles-to read with, of 18

‘Inches focus, it may magnify 44 or perhaps
rather more.

Short, and Long Sighted Eyes when they look
through an Opera Glass, with their Spectacles
on=will see at the same. focus, and consequently with the same Magnifying Power as
Common

Eyes

—

and

without » Spectacles

the

Near Sighted will have about, or almost, half a
‘degree: less,— the Long Sighted, about as much

‘more Magnifying Power., The exact Focal
‘lengtli of the Eye-glass which is best, for any
peculiar Bye, will be best determined by Expe-

riment.

See page 170.

of
yo Lastry —take care that the front edge

the cell containing the Object-glass projects_at

least the 10th of an inch beyond the surface of
*

.
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the middle part of the Glass — that’ it may be
properly defended! when laid down, and that it
may not be soiled by the stuffing in the top of

the case coming against it; this said stuffing
is a mighty silly decoration, and much better
omitted —if the inside of the top of the case
be required to be double natty —let it be lined
with bright green Velvet.— The Evye-end should
be sufficiently distant from the Hye-glass to Le
vent any thing touching it.

-

Draconat Opzra-Guasses. —To the object end of an Opera-glass may be attached
a plane mirror, placed at an angle of 45 degrees, like the small speculum in a Newtonian
Telescope : if this be well made, and the

ral aperture is as Jarge

late-

as the Object-class,

the Illuminating power is so sufficient, that
the light lost By the reflexion 15 almost imperceptible, and the
os
is almost c
as
bright as the Direct vision.”
This is an entertaining Optical Paginas
with which, you may observe distant objects,
as unobservedly,

as you can

those which

are

near with the Circumspector, mentioned im page

84 of this work —as the Instrument points to
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CHAPTER

XIX.

,

/THEATRES.

I am informed that the distance from the
front of the opposite Boxes to’ the Curtain
i
is—
:
:

Atthe English Opera House - 50 Feet.
Drury Lane’ - - - 60 — 6 Inches
“Covent,Garden

-

-

63

—

—

I am I believe correctly informed, that at
the Theatre which Garrick rebuilt in Drury

. Lane, and-wheze he established his immortal
fame, the distance from the Front Bowes to the
Curtain was not more than 47 feet 6 inches, —
and am disposed to attribute no small part of the?
great admiration which I hear that he excited”
in those who saw him act, and who speak still

of the extraordinary distinctness with which he
spoke, and of the variable and incomparable
expression of his Countenance,— to the Spec*tators being so much nearer to the Stage.
T understand from the best authority, that

THEATRES.
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line, such as tae side of a Room, &c. ; in which
(0956, the least

remove

from the

centre breaks

r
this line and weakens the effect of the scene.
can
Scenes
painted
our
This demonstrates that
sitube viewed to a proper advantage in one

ation only ; and that they will appear defective
in proportion as they are viewed at a distance
fo
்
ச
from this point.
view
“ Tt has often been observed, that if we
of
Angle
an
than
height
greater
ata
a person

45 degrees, the features appear distorted and

the expressions grimace.
«To discern well the motions of the features, we cannot be too near the Actor: it 18 |
with great difficulty we comprehend them at

the distance of 75 feet, and scarcely with satis:
faction at more than one-third of that distance.
வ

“ OF THE EXTENSION

OP THE VOICE.

“Having traced a Circle of 100 feet im ய்

meter, I placed the speaker in the centre ; the
distance, therefore, was the radius of 50. feet
the circumevery way — the hearer moving in
|
ference of this circle, heard most distinetly
|
$?
less
much
not
,
speaker
when in front of the

|
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Roscius of that day played, —but that several of
our present excellent Actors
well.
.

னன்ன ட்ப. as

If our Actors appear to fail in any பனி
arises

from

no

other

cause

it

than occasionally

being obliged to overstrain their Voice, (which

cannot be done without some distortion of the
features,) from being’ at Drury Lane 13, —and
at. Covent Garden 15 feet 6 inches, further from

the Audience than in Mr. Garrick’s Theatre—
the very superior illumination given by the
Argand lamp foot lights, side lights, &c. and

the Brilliant Gas light Chandeliers which are
suspended from the centre of the Ceiling, ma
great measure counteract the disadvantage of

the increasededistance, as far as the Hyeiis
concerned, especially when it is assisted bya ம
good Opera Glass.

The Magic power, which some Deca
seem to possess, of making themselves heard
distinctly all over the House,

parent effort— depends

without

any ap-

infinitely more on the

faculty they have of catching and caging the
infense attention of the whole Audience — than
upon any extraordinary exertion of their Voice.

|
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In Mr. Arnoup’s
between

the

209

Theatre, the distance

Performer

and

the

Spectator

is

only 2 feet more than it was in Mr. Garricr’s
House.
ம்
The following accurate account of the Build-

ing of the present Drury Lanz THEaTre will,
I think, be as interesting to the Reader as it is

honourable to the Judgment and the Integrity
of Mr. Bensamin WyatT, the Architect who
ouilt it.
;

__-The Amount of the Original Estimate for the
present Drury LanE TuEaTre, as designed
by Mr. Bensamin Wrarrt, was, £118,850,
calculating on the work being completed on

the 31st of December, 1812.

It being subsequently decided, that) the

Portico and the external Composition upon
every front, excepting the West*front, should
* be omitted, the Estimate

was

reduced

to the

sum of £112,750; those Items having stoad
in the original Estimate at the sum of £6,100.

After the Estimate had
thus been reduced to the
sum of £112,750, certain
extra works were decided
P

5
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த

a
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Feet
At the
English Opera, House, 59
in 1898.
Drury Lane,

in 1823.
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88
228
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42

18)£122

|] A§

500

16| £50

500
700
Jat 3s. 6d.| at 2s.

1000
at 7s.

14122

ஷீ$50.

10) £50

400

at 5s. |
£187 10}

For the above Calculations

to Mr. Arnoup, Mr.

ல

25
(6 be
9

700

1134,

£396

750

4

அ.

400
650
700
at 5s. | at Sse) | at Qs.
LATS | £97 10) £40

i

ன

3

ம

5 த்

980

at 3s. | at Qs.
£60
£32

I am indebted_

Winston,

and

Mr.

James Brannon.
«“ When His Maszsty went to Covent Gie
den Theatre on February 7th, 1821, the Perfor
mances were Twelfth Night

and Harlequin and

Eriar Bacon —Twelve Hundred People paid
to the Boxes — but there is not Sitting room
for more than a Thousand.”— Mr. J. Brandon,

embtler

GOD!

SAVE THE KING,
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ல

66

090.4,

08

4 the Loyal

of England.”

and National Songs

:

Perhaps the latter information; may be as
useful as the former—for I remember to have
read in “* The Cook's Oracle,” that— “ it is no

matter how Good your Meat is, —if it is not
well Dressed.”
I believe, I am entitled to the honour of
haying given the first hints which have been

written, as to How what is Sung so often ought
always to be Sung,
;
« The Words being marked with proper Em-

phasis —it is presumed will infinitely heighten
the effect, and may be a standard for the per௫.

tHe Kino” for a full Band, Vocal and Ystrumental,
—T
have given one, and haye marked the Words as they ought
to be expressed, in “ The Grand Selectién of rue Loyat,
Natronaz, anp Sea Soncs or Enoranp, published in
Commemoration of the Coronation of Kine GrorcE THE
Fourrn, and most humbly Inscribed, and with Gracious
Permission dedicated’ to tuz Kino’s Most ExcrLtent

்
Maszsry by William Kitchiner, M.D. Printed for Hurst, Robinson, and Co. Booksellers to His
Majesty, No. 90, Cheapside, and No, 8, Pall-mall,in which
is now first printed, from the Original MS. in the possessvon
of the Editor, Dr. Joun Buxi's “ Gov sabe the Hinge” —
A.D. 1616, and a Fac-simile of the earliest printed Copy
of “God save the King” (1745) and 110 other Loyat,
Narronat, and Sea Sones of Encranp.

Gop!
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‘

SAVE

THE

KING.

formance of it— and ensure, the proper pronunciation of the Words, and the effective expression
of the Music; and revive that harmonious combination of them, the want of which has long
been deplored, — by all who have faculties to

comprehend how

great is their power when ©

united, and
“ Sound is married to immortal Verse.” — Mrxton.

“ As soon as this is generally considered,
Singers will see their readiest road to fame, is to
avail themselves of the double power of making

the words an appeal to the Hearts:and Understandings of their Auditors—as well as attacking their Ears with Volutas and Cadences, 300.
“« To produce effect on others—Actors must
themselves fl the passion they wish to inspire
their audience with—and to smg with proper
and

effective

expression,

must

give

to every

Syllable, and to every Quaver, its exact relative value; but not SHour and Bawa upon
From—To—O f—In—And—But—
On, &e. &e.
merely, because they happen to be placed (improperly) under the accented part of the Bar,
of under a long note, —or a favourite note in

their voice.
*Menopy

is the soul of Music—Portry

is the soul of Melody—the warbling of Sounds

pre

31atlion

be

presel

GoD! SAVE THE KING.
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and like other Anthems admits’ of hardly any
ornament beyond an Apogiatura—
“Sing ye Praises with Understanding.”
Psaum xlvil. ver. 7.
Instead
of vying with each other, which
shall

introduce

most:

Trills
— Shakes,

&c.

let us try who can most distinctly articulate
every Syllable — and most effectively utter
every Word!
௦
“ The Loyal Anthem, is “not a singular example of the want of the coincidence of the
Musical, and the Prosodical Accent.
“It is almost impossible to point out a
Song, that can be sung, exactly, as it is set
down, from this want of the coincidence of
the Rhythms of the Poetry and the Music,—
which it is no easy task, even 4o Singers of
superior ability, to adjust perfectly—so as to

give full effect to the Poetry; and, at the same
time, preserve the Melody.” — See Observations on Vocal Music and Singing™.

The following is a Specimen of the manner of
marking the Words which it is recommended to
Composers to avail themselves of, a8 a means

of avoiding false Accent and Emphasis of the
Poetry they are going to set —and to Singers,
# Printed for Hurst and Robinson, No, 90, Cheapside,
12mo. 1821, price 4s.
:
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stances are numerous of those who, by using
glasses of a long focus at the first approach’
of Short-sightedness, have brought back their

eyes to their natural sight, and been lonto
1
lay aside their spectacles for years.
These considerations point out clearly the
advantages that may be obtained by a proper

choice of spectacles on fitst wearing “them,
and the importance of making such a choice;
as the eye will endeavour
any improper focus,

a state

of

extreme

and

to conform itself to
thus

age,

be brought into

at a much

period than would have happened
been

suited with judgment.

earlier

had’ they

‘There are véry

few Opticians but what must have seen in-.
stances of those, who by habituating their
eyes to too short a focus, or too great a magnifying power, have so injured those tender
organs, as to deprive them of future assistance
from glasses.
This frequently happens to

those who purchase their spectacles of hawkers
and pedlars, men equally ignorant of the
science of optics and the fabric of the eye.

“« Let it, therefore, be carefully remembered,
that magnifying power is not the point that
is most

to be

considered

in the

choice of
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y
vene distinctly at the bottom of the eye, if the

glass has a due degree of convexity.
“89. The contrary happens in

Snort-

SIGHTED men whose eyes are too plump.
For the refraction heing now too great, the rays
converge and convene in these eyes before
they come to the bottom, and therefore, the

picture made im the bottom, and the vision
caused thereby, will not be distinct, unless the

object be brought so near the eye, as that
the place where’ the converging rays
may be removed to the bottom, or
plumpness of the eye be taken off,
refraction diminished by a concaye

it come

convene
that the
and the
glass till

to a due figure.”— Dr. Smirn’s

Optics, 4to.
. “ Elderly
distances as
partly from

Vol. I. pp. 27 and 28.
persons do not see so well at small
those of less age. This happens
the shrinking, and partly from the

of Perfect

Vision

rigidity of the Cornea, which increases with
our age, and may carry out the nearest limit
from

8

or

4

inches,

as

in

children, and from about 5 or 6 inches in
young adult persons, to 20, 30, 40 inches, ¢or a
greater distance; and in this case the eye has

no assistance in viewing near objects but only

230
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from the contraction of the pupil, and this is
not sufficient for Distinct Vision, unless in a

strong light.”
« Tf the are of the cornea shrink ,4,th part of
an inch, this will remove the natural distance
from 15 to'77 inches: and the cornea being
now grown more rigid, the wvea will be less able

to contract it into.a greater cohvexity.

While

the cornea was more flexible, the wea was able
to render it so convex as to reduce the natural
distance from 15 inches to 5, that is to a third

part: but now probably the’ new natural distance of 77 inches’ can hardly be reduced to
less than one half, that is to 38 or 39 inches.

“Now

this is probably

the case of many

persons above’ 50 years of age, and particularly my own, pot to have perfect vision at a

distance less than°38 or 39 inches.”— Dri
Jurtin’s Essay on Vision, at the end of Dn:
Smitu’s Optics, p. 148.
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No. VI.
CURIOUS EXPERIMENT.

“Into the rings of a pair of common Spectacles let two pieces of Stained Glass of different colours bé fixed; and if these Spectacles

should be worn in the common manner, it is
evident, that over one of the retine will be

diffused rays which excite some other colour:
and

the

consequence

will

be,

that neither

colour will be singly perceptible, but that some

intermediate colour will be seen.— If the
Byes are alternately closed, so as to exhibit

the Two Colours singly, one Succeeding the
— and immediately after both Eyes be
other,
kept-open, the intermediate colour-will be very

perceptible.” .
“Tf a Blue and a Yellow glass are placed
one before the other, and applied to one Eye,
the appearance will be that of a full Green;

but if the same glasses should be applied one
before each Eye, as in the experiment of the
Spectacles or tubes, the colour will be Green

diluted with much white light, or a pale Green;

292.
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for when the Glasens are placed one before the
other, the two in this position intercept much

more light than when they are separate; and
this for a reason which must be obvious to all

who are acquainted with Optics. — Dr. Crise
on Vision, 8vo. 1796, pp» 161 and 166.

€

No. VII.
DR. WELLS ON THE CHANGES WHICH THE VISION
OF SHORT-SIGHTED PERSONS UNDERGOES
FROM AGE.

9
்
F
«< Iv has been very generally, if not universally,

asserted? by

systematic

writers

upon

Vision, that the Short-sighted are rendered
by Age fitter for seeing distant objects than
But this opinion
they were in their Youth.
fact, and to rest
in
unfounded
me
appears to
altogether upon a. false analogy. If those who
possess ordinary Vision, when young, be="|
come, from the flatness of the cornea,

or other

changes in the mere structure of the eye, Long-

sighted as they approach to old age, it follows,”
that the Short-sighted must, from similar”

APPENDIX.
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changes, become better fitted to see distant
objects. Such appears to have been their
reasoning.

But the course pursued by nature

seems very different from that which they have
assigned

to

her.

For,

of four Short-sighted

persons of my acquaintance, the ages of whom

are between fifty-four and sixty years, and
_ into the state of yehose vision I have inquired
particularly : Two have not observed that their
vision has changed since they were young, and
two have lately become, in respect to distant

objects, more short-sighted than they were
formerly. As the manner in which this change
has occurred

is unnoticed,

I believe, by

any

preceding author, I shall here relate the more
remarkable of the two cases.

ல

« A gentleman became Short-sighted in
early life, and as his profession obliged him
to attend, very much to minute visible objects,
he, for many years, wore spectacles with Con-

cave glasses almost constantly, by the aid of

which he saw as distinctly, and at as great a

variety: of distances; as those who

enjoy the

most perfect vision. At the age of fifty, however, he began to observe that distant objects,

though viewed through his glasses, appeared
௬
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before one
were

of his eyes, while his spectacles

on, he found, to his great joy; that he

had regained distinct vision of distant objects.
With regard to such objects} therefore, he had
lately become shorter-sighted than he had for-

merly been. But along with this changey
another occurred of a directly opposite kind:
For when he wished to examine a minute ob-

ject attentively, such as he used to see accurately by

means

of his

spectacles, he now

to lay

them

found it necessary

aside,

and to

employ his °naked eye.
He had become,
therefore, in yespect to near objects, longersighted.
gentleman,

The

power,

to adapt

the

consequently,
eye

in

this

to different dis-

tances, is either totally lost or much diminished ; but the point, or small space’to which
his perfect vision is now confined, instead of
being the most remote to which he could formerly accommodate his eyes, as is commonly

the case with the ordinarily sighted, when
they are becoming

old, is now placed between

=

indistinct, and he was hence led to fear, that
his eyes were affected with some disease. But
happening one day to take up, in an optician’s
shop, a single concave glass, and to hold ‘it
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sightedness seins comes* on between the
ages of ten and eighteen. The discovery of it
most commonly arises from accident; and, at
first, the inconvenience it occasions is so
little, that

it is not improbable

the imperfec-

tion would remain altogether unnoticed, ifa
comparison were not instituted with the sight
of others, or if the experiment were not made
yori
of looking through a Concave glassi2iuu
«© It should be remembered, that for common
purposes every Near-sighted Eye can see with
nearly equal accuracy through two glasses,
one of which is one number deeper than the

other; and though the Sight be in a high degree

more

assisted

by

the

deepest

of these

than by the ether, yet, on its being first used,
the deepest number always occasions an uneasy

sensation,

as

if the

Eye

was

strained.

If, therefore, the glass that is most concave
be at first employed, the Eye, in a little time,
will be accommodated to it, and then a glass
one number deeper may be used with similar

advantage to the Sight; and if the wish for
erfjoying the most perfect vision be indulged,
* Tt is generally observed as soon as persons begin to
use their Eyes in earnest,
— W. K.
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this glass may soon be changed for one that is
a number

still

deeper,

and

so in succession,

until, at length, it will be difficult to obtain a
glass sufficiently concave to afford the assistance that the Eye requires.* ற, 84.

“ Although old persons lose the power of
distinguishing correctly near objects, and re-

_ quire for this purpose the aid of convex glasses,
they usually retain the sight of those that are

distant, as well as when they were young.
Instances, however, are not wanting, of persons advanced in life, who require the aid of
convex glasses to enable them to see near, as

well as distant objects.

ற. 43.

|

“* My own case,” Mr. Ware observes, “ militates against the common observction, that, as

Near-sighted persons grow older they become
* Thave

observed,

that most of the Near-sighted

per-

sons with whom I have had an opportunity of conversing,
have had the right eye more near-sighted than the left;
and I think it not improbable, that this difference between
the two eyes has been oceasioned by the habit of using
« single concave hand-glass ; which, being most commonly applied to the right eye, contributes, agreeably to the
remark above-mentioned, to render this eye more nearsighted than the other.
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less டா
since my Eyes, on the
contrary, are more Near-sighted, at the age of

fifty-five, than they were at twenty-five, and]
am now

obliged to employ deeper
glasses than I then used to see distant
though I am not able to see distinctly
them things that are near.
“The alteration which has taken

place in

to

believe,

my range of vision,,1 have

reason

concave
objects,
eo
ர

is not unusual.— The following is an instance
of this kind,

that is

still

remarkable.

more

Mr. L., sixty-six years of age, who has spent
a great part of his life in the West Indies, and

whose sight, when he was young, enabled him

to see both Near

and Distant objects

with

' great precisign, began, at the age of forty, to
experience a difficulty in reading and writing.

He immediatély procured convex Spectacles
of the first number sold by Opticians, which
glasses are usually ground to a focus of fortysix*

or forty-eight

inches,

and

by

the aid:of

these he continued to read and write with ease

(distinguishing perfectly in the usual way all
distant objects without them,) until he was

fifty.

At this time he first began to perceive
* Read thirty-six. — W. K.
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an indistinctness in the ரய
of things
at a distance; and, on trying with different

glasses, he discovered that, by looking through
a double-concave

glass

of the

sixth

number,

(which is ground to a radius of eight inches on
one side and eleven inches on the other,) he

was enabled to see distant objects distinctly.
He has continued to use glasses of this description, for the purpose of seeing distant
objects, from that time to the present; but is
obliged to remove them whenever he reads,

and still to employ the first number of a convex glass. — In this instance a presbyopic was
changed to a myopic sight, without any known
efficient circumstance to produce it. p.47.
«Tn addition to these cases, Lbeg leave to
add the information I haye received from
an eminent Mathematical Insttument-maker,
about

fifty years

of age,

who

has

made

long

use of convex glasses to assist his sight in
He tells me, that when he has been
reading.
employed

many

hours

together,

for

several

successive days, in looking through a double

microscope that magnifies twenty-eight times,

(in order to enable him to mark the degrees on
a small brass plate,) he has afterwards been
*
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able,

for a few weeks,

வன்

read

to

without his glasses; but then the amendment

gradually ceases, and he is soon obliged to
return to the use of the same glasses that he
had worn before.”

No. IX. ,
AN APPENDIX TO MR. WARE’S PAPER ON VISION.
BY SIR CHARLES BLAGDEN, F-.R.S.
In Vol. 103 of Phil, Trans. p. 110.

« Mr. Wars states in his Paper, that Nearsightedness comes on most frequently at an

early age; that it is more common in the
higher than 4he lower ranks of life; and that
particularly at the Universities, and various
colleges,

a large

use

make

exactly true,

proportion

of concave
and

to

be

of the

glasses.

All

students

this

accounted for by

18
one

single circumstance, namely, the habit of look-

ing at near objects.
which are capable

Children born with eyes

of adjusting themselves

to

thé most distant objects, gradually lose that
power soon after they begin to yead and write;
those who are most addicted to study become
ட்
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became so grievous,

thirty, I
and then
to mein
Ware;

determined
found that
the relation
that is, I

that at two

or three-and-

to try a concave glass:
the numbers 2 and 3 were
so well described by Mr.
could see distant objects

tolerably well with the former number, but
still more accurately with the latter. After
contenting myself a little time with No. 2, I
laid it wholly aside for No. 3, and, in the
course of a few

more years,

came to No. 5, at

which point my eye has now been stationary
between fifteen and twenty years.

An earlier

use of concave glasses would probably have
made

me

more

Near-sighted,

or would have

brought on my present degree of myopy at an
earlier peribd of life. If my friends had per
‘suaded me to read and write with the book 0 |
paper always as far from my eye asI could,
see; orif I had occasionally intermitted study,

and taken to field sports, or any employment
, which would have obliged me to look much at

distant objects, it is very probable that I might
not have been Near-sighted at all. Possibly
the persons who become Near-sighted, by
having constantly to adjust their eyes to neat ,
objects, may not usually change to be Longsighted by Age.”
p. 111.
|
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No. X.
FROM DR. HERSCHEL'S
PENETRATING INTO

PAPER ON THE POWER OF
SPACE BY TELESCOPES.

[Im Vol. XC. of the Phil. Trans. p. 49.]
, “Tun

APERTURE

OF THE PUPIL OF THE

Bye in different,persons differs considerably.
Its changes

are

not

easily

to be ascertained;

but we shall not be much out in stating its
variations to be chiefly between 1 and 2 tenths
of an inch. Perhaps this may be supposed
under-rated, for the powers of vision in a room

completely darkened will exert themselves in
_ avery extraordinary manner.
In some expe_riments

on

light,

made

at

Bath.

in the year

1780, 1 have oftenremarked that, after staying
some time in a room fitted up for these experiments, where, on entering, I could not
-perceive any one object, I was no longer at a
loss, in half an hour’s time, to find every
உ.

thing I wanted.

.

Itis, however, probable that

the opening of the Iris is not the only cause of
seeing better after remaining long in the dark,
but that the tranquillity of the retina, which is
not disturbed by foreign objects of vision, may
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it fit to

otherwise

would

perceived.

This

telescopic vision,

receive
have

impressions
been

seems

too

to be

faint

such

as

to

be

supported

for it has often happened

by
to

me ina fine winter’s evening, when at midnight, and in the absence of the Moon, I have
taken sweeps of the Heavens, of four, five, or
six hours’ duration, that the sensibility of the
Hye, in consequence? of the exclusion of light

from surrounding objects, by means ofa Black
Hood which I wear upon those occasions, has
been very great; and it is evident that the
opening of the Iris would have been of no service in these cases, on account of the diameter

of the optic
telescope,

pencil,

at- the

which,

time

in

the

of sweeping,

20 feet
was

no

more than the 12th of an inch.

“, The effect of this increased sensibility was
such, that ifa star of the 3d magnitude came
towards the field of view, I found it necessary
to, withdraw the eye before its entrance, in’

order not to injure the delicacy of vision, ac-

quired
transit
6th or
nerally

by long continuance
of large stars, unless
7th magnitude could
been declined in my

in the dark. The
where none of the
be had, have gesweeps, even with
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the 20 feet Telescope.
And I remember, that
after a considerable sweep with the 40 feet
instrument, the appearance of Situs announced

itself ata great distance, like the dawn of morning, and

came: on by

degrees, increasing in

brightness, till this brilliant star at last entered

the field of the telescope, with all the splendour
of the

rising Sun,, and forced

me

eye from that beautiful sight.

to take

the

Such striking

effects are a sufficient proof of the great sensibility of the Eye, acquired by keeping it
from the Light.
p. 54.
“On taking notice, in the beginning of
sweeps, of the times that passed, I found that
the eye, coming

from

the light,

required near

20 seconds before it would be se‘iciently reposed to admit a view of very delicate objects
in the telescope; and that the observation of
a transit ofa star of the 2d or 3d magnitude
would disorder the eye again, so as to require
the same time for the re-establishment of its,
tranquillity.
“The difficulty of ascertaining the greatest

opening of the Eye arises from the impossibility
of measuring it at the time of its extreme dilat-

ation,

which

can

only happen

thing is completely dark.”

when

every

